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About 10 p.m. Thursday night, a fight
involving black and white students took
place in the library.
Alan S. Henson, '73, one of the white
students has brought a complaint againstfive black students under the college's
disciplinary procedures.
At the same time, two of his alleged
assailants are bringing charges against
Henson - although the nature of their
complaint is unknown.
A Board of Inquiry will hear arguments
for both sides later this week. J. Ronald Spencer, dean for community
life, started hearing testimony from witnesses and participants yesterday afternoon.
A crowd of maybe forty onlookers saw the
scuffle that developed Thursday night.
Several witnesses said they saw punches
thrown by the various parties, although the
TRIPOD found no witness who could say
who threw the first punch.
A small amount of property damage
accompanied the incident, although it appears there was no major vandalism in the
course of the fighting.
Ralph Arcari, director of readers services
at the library, said a plate glass desktop was
broken in the incident. He said it was worth
$48.56. A typewriter carriage was also
damaged when the typewriter hit the floor,
he said.
Most witnesses said the atmosphere in the
library was very tense at the time of the
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Al Henson holds the cat he said
started Thursday night's disturbance.
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fight. They said white and black participants paired off to fight things out before
security officers arrived and restored order.
Although Henson initially wanted to bring
charges in the Hartford courts, he decided to
give the College's adjudicative system a try.
Henson talked with the TRIPOD on
Saturday afternoon. He is the only party to
the dispute who has been willing to talk with
the press.
All black students involved in the incident
have refused to comment on the allegations
made against them at this time or to present
their side of the story. Some asserted the
charges were "too absurd" to comment on.
Henson said he was attacked by a "selfappointed vigilante group" that wanted him
to apologize for a racial slur he had made
earlier in the day.
He explained he had had an argument
with a black woman in his apartment
building at 1678 Broad Street Thursday
night.
He said his cat got into an apartment
downstairs. He found the tenants of the
room, Laleace Williams '73 and Pamela
Myers, '74, present along with Steve
Newsome, '74, and his wife from across the
hall.
Henson said that when he went to retrieve
his cat, Mrs. Newsome said she would kill
the cat the next time she saw it. He said she
then threatened to beat Henson with a
broom.
After this alleged threat, Henson said
"angry words were spoken." He said Mrs.
Newsome offered him several profane insults and he responded with a racial slur.
He said he realized nothing constructive
would come from continuing to argue and so
he left.
Prior to this incident Henson said he found
the occupants of the second floor difficult
people to live with. "When I went down there
my intention was to get the cat but also to
make a formal complaint," he asserted. He
said that he has been a model tenant, but the
occupants of Bl and B2 had their doors open
all the time and were constantly yelling and
screaming. He said they had a history of
complaints with the landlord.
Henson said that he had to leave the
apartment for his job at the library.shortly
before eight. He works at the check-out desk
from 8-12 p.m. on Thursday nights.
He said he was sitting at the desk and
typing a note of apology to Mrs. Newsome
for having insulted her when a group of five
black males and two black females approached his desk.
Henson said the group, made up of
Reginald Martin '74, Rod Boldon '75, Neil
Stratton '75, Greg Forte '74, Willie Smith '74,
Leleace Williams '73, and one girl unknown
to him, "broke in." He said they told him
what he had done was an affront to all black
people of Trinity College. ,
He replied that he would apologize only to
the offended party, whom he named as Mrs.
Newsome. He added he had nothing more to
say to .them since they were not at the
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The scene of Thursday night's disturbance looks tranquil on
Sunday afternoon. Al Henson sat behind the desk that another
library aide occupies in this photo.
apartment at the time of the misunderstanding.
He said tempers began to rise. "They
started hurling several insults," he said. "I
was called everything you can think of but I
did not return any verbal abuses or
profanity what-so-ever." Henson said at this
point his life was threatened. He asserted
Reggie Martin told Henson he was lucky he
was still alive and "you should breathe hard
since they would probably be your last
breaths."
At this point Greg Forte and Willie Smith
reportedly began "throwing everything off
the desk" (including a sheet of plate glass
and a typewriter which are property of the
library). Then he said, "The desk was
pushed into the corner and I was pinned
behind it. They started pushing and poking
me and enticed LaLeace to slap me to see
what would happen."
H? said the blacks surrounded him and
would let no one get nearby. He said he was
then hit in the face by Neil Stratton. After
this alleged initial contact, he said he got hit
twenty to thirty times. He said he putup no
defense except to "double over and cover his
face."

He said he grew tired of being "pummeled" and grabbed a few of his alleged
assailants and ran to the middle oE the
library lobby. He said he thinks some of the
people who ran to his aid were also hit. He
said he screamed that they were a group of
cowards for taking him on five to one. Then
campus security arrived. Martin; just prior
to their arrival, had challenged to take him
on one-on-one.
Spencer arrived and talked with Henson in
the smoking rooms adjacent to the scene of
the fight. Spencer said Steve Newsome was
present and brought him into a room near
the circulation desk for a conference with
Henson. Henson said Newsome wore "a long
face. He had nothing to do with this incident.
The people at the library were a self appointed vigilante group."
Martin later came into the room for a
conference. Henson said he told Martin, "If
it was your idea that your action would
make me apologize to the people involved it
was totally extraneous." He said Martin
replied, "I'm sorry we beat the hell out of
you but you deserved it,"

he changed the station's policy on granting
blocks of time to avoid a potentially explosive situation arising from the sit-in.
The black announcers had argued on
Tuesday that they should be given from 10
p.m. on every night of the week for black
experience programming because the
community needed programming of that
sort. •.

......

At. Thursday's meeting, however, the rest
of the staff passed resolutions overruling the
action of the Board of Director's in settling
with the demonstrators.
The first motion read, "It is moved that
negotiations be re-opened to reconsider the
programming as previously decided on with
the intent of recouping some prime-time
hours from black experience programming."
.
Several amendments were tacked onto the

original motion. One said "the program
director and his assistants are to toe solely
responsible for assigning time slots at
WRTC". Another stated no new settlement
will go into effect until it is approved by the
staff.
A second motion authorized the Constitution committee - a standing committee
of the station - to draw up a new schedule in
consultation with any interested staff
members.
Ward told the TRIPOD Sunday that the
Constitution Committee will hold its first
meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. He said he
wanted to receive written suggestion from
any and all staff members. There will be
another staff meeting to consider the
Constitution Committee's report during the
..rjgxt week, he said.
Ward said he was dissappointed that the
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,(Continued on P. 2)

WRTC Staff Votes New Negotiations
WRTC's staff rejected the settlement its
management had negotiated with striking
black announcers and called for a
redistribution of time now allocated for
"black experience programming."
At a meeting Thursday night, the radio
station's staff passed a motion which called
on the station to take back some of the time
it had given black programmers, after a sitin at the station by the black announcers.
After some discussion of the motions,
most black announcers walked out of the allstaff meeting.
Several sources described the meeting as
a "confrontation" between the black announcers and dissident white announcers
who said the station should not give time to
any group.
These sources said that Charles Ward,
acting station manager for WRTC, admitted
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black announcers left the meeting. He added
he was dissappointed that the staff "could
not articulate just what it wanted from
WRTC,"
......
Reginald Martin, '74, a black announcer
and chairman of the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks, had no comment on Thursday's
meeting except to say that he would stand on
what, he said Thursday night.
As he left the meeting, Martin was heard
to say the black announcers saw little
purpose in negotiating again unless it was to
gain more time for black experience
programming.
Several sources take this as an indication
that the black announcers will not cooperate
in any new negotiations.
These sources noted, however, that a
quorom of the constitution committee could
be obtained without its black members.
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College House Floods Friday
By Margie Johnson
121 Allen Place, a recently constructed
off-campus apartment house, flooded last
Friday. Most of the damage occurred in A3,
a basement apartment, although rooms on
every floor were affected.
Ice and snow slogged drains on the roof of
the five story building. Rainwater piled up,
seeped into the walls and hallways, and
flowed down the stairwells.
Marcie Selig, a fourth floor resident said,
"The corners of the rooms were wet." She
also said she had water in her closets.
Selig said that the lights were blinking,
probably from water seeping into the fuse,
boxes. She said she believes this is the
reason Robert Swett, who also lives on the
fourth floor, called George Athanson, the
mayor of Hartford, on Friday. Swett was
unavailable for comment as to why he
notified Athanson. •
The mayor arrived along with building
inspectors, the owner of the building,
Stanley Tucker, and Trinity officials, including Prof. Higgins, Dean Spencer, and
David Lee, assistant dean for student services. .
When asked who would pay for the
damages, Lee replied, "That hasn't been
decided,-yet. I would assume the owner
would pay for the damage."
Stanley Tucker, the owner of the building,
was not available for comment. Trinity is
leasing the building from him for two years.
In the wsement on Friday, from 3:30 p.m.
to 11:00 p.n., Frank Malkien and Doug
Kuhn, whose apartment was worst hit,
pumped out water which sat 2 inches deep.

The residents used pumps donated by •included wet carpets, soaked walls, cracks
in the walls, and flaking plaster. Jeff
Buildings and Grounds.
Malkien said, "We just kept pumping it up Martin, who also lives in the basement,
for hours. I'd say it probably was 1000 estimates that repairs for the building will
run into thousands of dollars.
gallonsfof water)."
Malkien wasn't in when the flooding
Personal damage in Malkien's and Kuhn's
apartment included 30 albums, assorted began. His roommate brought him the news.
books on the floor, a broom, and one box of "My immediate reaction was 'big deal', "
laundry detergent. Malkien estimated this Malkien said, "but when I hurred back to
the apartment, everything was swamped,"
as "maybe $50 damage."
Kuhn said the building was poorly conDamage to the apartment building itself

Why all the toilet paper? 121 Allen Place had the runs. The off-campus college dorm flooded
Friday after rain, snow and ice storms. The toilet paper had to dry out after that one.

Library Incident
Henson alleged Martin also said, "If I had
been present at the apartment I would have
killed you on the spot."
Henson said he replied that nobody would
"get off" for what he did.
Henson said that he then proceeded to the
security office along with Spencer and
Mohamed Jibrell, assistant dean for
community life. An officer of the Hartford
police, met then and there at his request.
Henson said they constantly tried to talk
him out of pressing charges. "They gave
very vague reasons that were all pretty
clicheish," he said,
Henson said he decided to leave charges of
assault and battery and attempted murder
pending with the public prosecutor, "I will
urge a quick resolution of the charges," he
said. "Nothing, however, is going to blow
over. The minute justice is distorted I will go
to the prosecutor and set the machinery for
the civil charge in motion."
Henson said he sees no racial overtones in
the dispute. To him it was an argument
"between people not races."
The only reaction from black participants
in the fracas was a statement released to the
Tripod written by the Newsomes, Pamela
Myers and Laleace Williams. In it they
protest the "entire handling of the incidents

which occurred on Thursday, Feb. 1, 1973."
Their main argument with the college's
adjudicative procedure is in Spencer's
refusal (in line with school policy) to accept
a complaint based solely on the incident at
the apartment. According to their
statement, such a complaint would deal with
"slander, attacks (verbal or otherwise)."
Because of the college's refusal to accept
a formal complaint on the apartment incident with Newsomes, Williams and Myers
feel that it should not be dealt with in the
TRIPOD's article. The statement reads,
"We.. .demand the deletion of and protest any
portion of 'Mr.' Henson's statement
regarding the initial provoking events."
Matthew Moloshok, editor-in-chief of the
TRINITY TRIPOD, responded to the
demand in an interview. He said, "They
give details of the dispute when they say a
student insulted two Trinity women with
racist slurs. Then they expect the media to
ignore it. If we ignored what happened offcampus, then it would appear that five
students, with no provocation, attacked
another student. But we know there was
some background to the fight. Finally we
know that the adjudicative process will
consider the events off-campus."

Deletion Demand

:I

structed. "This place isn't worth the powder
to blow it up," he said. Furthermore
although about 52 people live in 121 Allen
Place, there are no janitors and no fire
extinguishers.
As of Sunday, about two inches of water
remained stagnate on the roof. Malkien and
Kuhn sat in their basement apartment
surrounded by electric fans to air their
apartment out. Outside their door, 25 rolls of
soaked toilet paper lined the stairwell.

"The college has an obligation to assure an environment in which
members of this community can work out a system of values appropriate
to the dignity of the human person . . . the maintenance of this principle
assumes a climate of collective responsibility and a genuine continuing
concern for the welfare of all."— College Regulations, p. 43, Trinity
College Handbook.
As members of the Trinity College community to whom there are moral
objectives to insure an atmosphere in which individuals can act with
dignity, we protest the entire handling of the incidents which occurred on
Thursday, Feb. 1, 1973.
It is our contention that the use of the college adjudicative process is
completely unnecessary and indicates the weakness of the college's
committment to the principles that it dictates for itself. The inability of
the system to deal with slander, attacks (verbal or otherwise) suggests
that other means of settlement of the issues are necessary, that being a
complete understanding of all circumstances with all parties involved.
Black students have continuously-been subjected to racist slurs with
black women bearing the full brunt in most cases. So through previous
commitments on the part of the school and warnings from the black
community that have been given, once again the security of this environment has been violated through an attack on two black Trinity
women and the wife of a Trinity student.
Since the college administration does not intend to deal with all the
events that occurred last Thursday evening they have separated the flow
of events into two separate "incidents", For this reason the portion that
the college has refused to deal with should not be published in the school
newspaper. We therefore demand the deletion of and protest any portion
of "Mr." Henson's statement regarding the initial provoking events.
Mr, & Mrs. Steven Newsome '74
Laleace Williams '73
Princess Myers '73
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from page one
Although the Board of Inquiry will hear associate professor of physical education,
testimony about what happened at the and August E. Sapega, professor of
apartment house, no one may file a formal engineering, for the faculty.
complaint which involves that incident.
Spencer, who is in charge of the adSpencer explained that the argument judicative process, will follow the "Adoccurred in an off-campus building which is ministrative Procedures in Matters of
outside the school's jurisdiction under the Discipline and Dispute" reprinted in the
State's charter. He asserted it will be Handbook. Spencer, acting under section I
considered as a factor in any proposed of the procedures, "will attempt to work out
resolution,
Originally, the students appealed to a resolution of the matter that protects the
Spencer who set a hearing for Monday af- interests of both parties and is acceptable to
ternoon. At the hearing, however, both the all concerned." He is in the fact finding
claimants and the respondents decided to stage of this process. He has been taking
skip this phase of the adjudicative formal testimony on the case since Monday
procedure and request a Board of Inquiry. afternoon.
If the resolution he suggests is not acSpencer said he was "in the process of
ceptable
to either party, the procedures say
naming such a board." Under college rules,
he will choose a three-member Board from a "he may so state in writing and request a
board of inquiry panel made up of three hearing before a Board of Inquiry.
administrators, three students and six
There seems to be a great deal of confaculty members.
fusion over who threw the first punch. There
The members of the panel are Del A. were many observers to the actual fight but
Shilkret, dean for student services, Paula the TRIPOD has found no one who saw its
Robbins, director of career counseling, and beginnings. James Cobbs, '76, an eyewitness
Judson M. Rees, director of the develop- to the fight, said, "I'm not sure who punched
ment, for the administration; Peter Basch,
'74, David A. Barthwell, '74, and Paul who or who threw the first punch. I don't
Acampora, '74, for the students; and Joseph remember whether Henson threw any
D. Bronzino, associate professor of PU
engineering, George W. Doten, professor of
DorieS Casey, another witness to the
psychology, Frank G. Kirkpatrick, assistant said she too could not say who
professor of religion, Karl Kurth, Jr., physically assaulted first.
director of athletics, Donald G. Miller,

WRTG Renovates
By Mark Salonia

WRTC has renovated its studio. Charles
Ward, acting station manager said the
station decided to remodel because of
problems in finding records and program
difficulty.
Ridge Evers, Director of Development,
stated that since the record room was not
connected to the control room, announcers
found it hard to find records. He also said
records could be stolen easily.
Evers added that the space in Cook's Hall
basement was being used inefficiently.
The remodeling will increase WRTC's
space to twice its former size and the
shifting of the record library to the control
room has eliminated problems, Evers
stated.
The station received a grant of $2,000 from
the student budget committee reserve fund,

and borrowed an additional $3,000 from the
fund to cover the costs of renovation.
He said that the remodeling has made
the place nicer and easier to work in.
This semester, Ward and Evers said tney
want to have colliquia with professors and
want to explore the possibility of broaacasting classes on the air. This could expana
into full credit courses, Evers asserted.
Evers also said WRTC is applying »
various foundations for AM pickup, a
technique similar to cable TV, which he saia
would not only expand the listening
audience, but also would expand the stau.
He said it would give WRTC better reception
at Trinity.
In addition, he said the station is writing a
program guide which will list announcers,
programs and times.

The TRIPOD is published weekly on Tuesdays during the academic year except vacations by
the students of Trinity College. The newspaper is written and edited entirely by a student staff,
and no form of censorship at all is exerted on the contents or style of any Issue. The TRIPOD is
printed by The Stafford Press, Route 190, Stafford Springs, Connecticut 04074, by photo-offset.
Student subscriptions are included in the student activities fee; others are (10.00 per year. Second
class postage Is paid at Hartford, Connecticut, under the Act of March 3, 187». Advertising rates
are S1.60 per column inch; $100 per page, S50 per half-pase. Deadline for advertisements, as well
as all announcements, letters, and articles, is 2 p.m. the Sunday preceding publication. Copy
considered objectionable by the editorial board will not be accepted. Announcements and news
releases from the College and surrounding community are printed at the discretion of the editor.
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Women Face Exciting Work
\

By Martha Cohen
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Paula Robbins

Women face fewer barriers in the labor
market today than ever before, according to
Gail Shea, assistant provost at the
University of Connecticut, and Paula
Robbins, Trinity's director of career
counseling.
Both speakers said that women should
stop thinking in stereotypes and explore the
new, developing opportunities in
traditionally male fields such as dentistry,
engineering and architecture.
The two women were featured in talks last
Wednesday and Thursday called "Perspectives on Life Styles and Career Planning For Women", The talks were sponsored by the Office of Community Life.
The purpose of the talks, according to
Eleanor Tilles, assistant dean for community life, was to help give women new
ideas on how to answer the question "What
am I going to do -when I leave Trinity
College?"
Speaking on Wednesday afternoon in
Wean Lounge to an audience of about forty predominantly women - Shea stated that
the position of women in the labor force has
changed since the Industrial Revolution.

PIRG Starts Drive

At Trinity this week, students will collect year?!" asked Basch.
signatures on a petition requesting that a
Nobody was and nobody will be, unless
voluntary increase of $2.00 per semester be students take the time to organize in their
added to the student activities fee to support collective interest by supporting ConnPIRG,
Connecticut Public Interest Research Group he asserted.
(ConnPIRG).
He said the PIRG concept was initiated by
ConnPIRG, a student-interest group, Ralph Nader in 1970 to protect and represent
hopes to get 800 to 1000 signatures, during student interests in the area of consumer
petitioning at the Mather dining hall during affairs, environmental protection, sex and
lunch and dinner.
age discrimination, and other related areas.
"This would be an indication that a
Nationwide, there are currently fourteen
majority of the student body supports PIRGs.
ConnPIRG," said Peter Basch, Trinity coThis week, students in thirteen other
ordinator for ConnPIRG. "Of course, nobody Connecticut colleges are also undertaking
that does not support the idea will be forced publicity and petitioning efforts to establish
to support ConnPIRG. Refunds will be ConnPIRG.
available for these students." He explained
that the group would use the student acStudents who are interested in working at
tivities fee as a collection agency.,
the tables at lunch or dinner or who want
"Whojwas there to represent you wheri the further information, contact Peter Basch,
phohfe installment rate went up, to $22.0C( fast Box 854.

According to Shea, many more women, services, talked with students about their
especially older women, are working today
because of the increased life expectancy of
women and less pressure to bear a great
many children.
Shea cited the recent report of a nine-man, free voSiona!test
one-woman Federal panel on Work In
America. The report was based on a study
which found that women work longer and
harder in the house than men in most. jobs.
The panel suggested paying women as fulltime workers.
On Thursday afternoon in Wean Lounge,
Robbins said women have changed their
thinking on marriage and careers. She said
that many women now get great satisfaction
from combining motherhood and a successful job.
Robbins stated that since our society puts
a high monetary value on work, women who
work tend to have a higher self-esteem and
self-assurance.
She said she wants to start group sessions
at Trinity to help students assess themselves, their interests, and their abilities.
This would better enable students to choose
a satisfactory career and life style, she said.
The Thursday night planned facultystudent discussion on careers and life styles
was poorly attended. Robbins, Tilles, and
Photo by Abby toMier
Ellen Mulqueen, associate dean for student

Gail Shea

SAC Lectures Tripod
"The Tripod is filled with outside garbage
Ellen Mulqueen, associate dean for
that can be found in The Courant or The students and member of the committee,
Times." -David Lee
complained that one-third of the counAnd, in that tone, the Student Activities terinaugural issue of two weeks ago was
committee, lectured editor Matt Moloshok, devoted to outside news and said that there
Tuesday that there should be more campus "has to be a balance."
news and less city, state, and national news
Although Moloshok told the committee he
in the Tripod.
expected the amount of outside news
The meeting was originally called to air a coverage to lessen, he said he really didn't
MHBOG complaint that the Tripod hadn't have any control of when protests would
given their organization advance coverage take place or when former presidents would
of the David Buskin concert. Moloshok said die.
there was a mix-up and therefore the unJim Finklestein, SAC chairman, said he
fortunate oversight.
wanted a "guarantee" that there would be
But, the hearing quickly became an attack less outside news coverage in the future.
on the Tripod's coverage of campus events
(Continued on P. 7)
in general. . •

News From Outside: A Roundup
Bus Strike
Subsidy talks on the bus strike were
stalled again Thursday, and the state"
must present a proposal to the Greater
Hartford Transit District, The proposal
will discuss the bus drivers' and
mechanics' pensions as well as the
subsidy's future after the first five-year
agreement.
Meetings between town and state officials Thursday provided little hope for
an end to the 72 day bus strike in the
Hartford area.
Colin Pease, an aide to Governor
Meskill, said he was preparing a detailed
proposal concerning the drivers' and
mechanics' pensions and the future of the
subsidy after the first five-year
agreement.
The District is now applying directly
for federal funds, which will be used for
the purchase of new buses. The purchase
of these buses is a key item for the public
takeover of the financially ailing Connecticut Co.
,
. •
The direct application for federal funds
creates a totally new relationship between the state and the district.
Requirements for guarantees of pensions
and jobs for the drivers and mechanics
cause this new relationship.
After proposing that the district apply,
the state announced it was willing to
negotiate the pension obligation. Pensions for drivers now employed will be
paid from a fund beginning when buses
are restored.
The only obstacle to the agreement is
the subsidy, because the Connecticut Co.
and the Amalgamated Transit Union
agreed on terms for a new labor contract.
But, that contract will not become effective until a subsidy is provided.

Death
The Connecticut General Assembly's
Judiciary Committee ordered Tuesday,
that a capital punishment bill to be
drafted which would require the death,
penalty for nine offenses.

The bill does not carry the backing of
the committee, but it insures that a
public hearing will be held, followed by
assembly action.
The measure calls for mandatory
death in the case of:
—Murder of a police officer or fireman
while in performance of his duties.
— Murder committed for monetary
gain, during a bank holdup for example.
— Assassination or murder by ambush.
— Murder committed by a person;
previously convicted of an intentional
murder.
;
— Murder committed by a person who,
at the time of the offense, is already
under a life sentence.
— Murder committed by a person *tio
was previously convicted of the sattie-."•
specific felony involved. This would
mean someone previously convicted of
robbery, who kills during a second
robbery, would face mandatory death.
— Murder committed
during a • kid'napping.
' J
— Murder committed- during a hijack
of any commercial vehicle.
— The second conviction- of a nonaddicted seller of drugs.
A measure, calling for a minimum
penalty of half the expected life of a
person at the time of sentencing, for
serious offenses was also ordered
dratted. The measure provides for subsequent parole, based on the unanimous
recommendation of the State Parole
Board.
The bills carry the names of Judiciary
chairmen, Sen. George C. Guidera, (RWeston) and Rep. James E. Bingham,
(R-Stamford); House Speaker Francis J.
Collins, (R-Brookfield) Deputy House
Speaker Michael L. Morano, (RGreenwich), and House Majority Leader,
Gerald F. Stevens, (R-Milford).

'. Controls
The West German Cabinet adopted a
. series of foreign exchange control
' measures Friday to stem the inflow of
unwanted dollars into this country,
government sources said.
,

The measures, taken after consultation
with the United States and other E.E.C.
countries, require non-residents to get
approval from the West German central
bank to buy shares of West German
companies on the domestic stock
markets.
The sources said West German com-panies will also have to seek central bank
permission for borrowing money abroad.
Finance Minister Helmut Schmidt said
the Government would immediately
introduce a bill into the Parliament. The
bill would allow the central bank to
freeze all money borrowed abroad and
brought into the country by West German
concerns.
\
Schmidt said this move will take three
weeks to pass through the Parliament.
This' measure would then replace the
measures taken Friday, he said.

- Price Up .
Many Hartford residents are just
beginning to realize they have been
paying an extra two or three cents a
gallon for their home heating oil since
January 23.
Donald D. Craft, president of the New
' England Fuel Institute, said heating oil
distributors began raising their prices
over a week ago after the major oil
companies increased their prices.
Heating oil cost 19.9 cents per gallon
two weeks ago but now costs 21.9 or 22.9
per gallon.
Craft attributed the price increase to
President Nixon's lifting of oil import
quotas in early January. The large oil
companies, which were running short of
home heating fuel, immediately bought
all the oil on the European market at
premium prices, he said.
Raymond Langfield, president of the
Connecticut Petroleum Association, said
the May 1 date for reimposing the quotas
also compounded the problem because
the oil companies could sign no long term
. contracts to buy oil in the summer when
prices are lower and the European
distributors are actively seeking buyers.
Lartgfield said unless the Ad ;

ministration establishes an energy
policy, "we are going to have more
trouble next year."
How much will the additional 2f per
gallon cost a family between now and
May 1?

1

Convicted
G. Gordon Liddy, and James W. McCord, Jr., former officials of President
Nixon's political organization, were
convicted last Wednesday of plotting to
spy on the Democrats during last year's
campaign.
A jury deliberated less than 90
minutes, and convicted them on counts of
conspiracy, second-degree burglary, and
eavesdropping. Liddy is subject to a
maximum sentence of 35 years in prison,
and McCord could receive a 45 year
term.
Chief Judge John J. Sirica of the United
States Court immediately sent the two
men, who showed no emotion while the
verdict was read, to the District .of
. Columbia jail.
Although the verdicts are a cumulation
of a series of events in American politics,
they do not mean the end of the
Watergate affair.
A Congressional committee under
Senator Sam J. Erwin, Jr. (D-North
Carolina) is expected to hold hearing on
th case later this year, and a civil law suit
brought by the Democrats against the
Republicans is still pending.

Trade

A Memphis trade souce said China is
buying United States cotton for the first
time in 20 years. Last Tuesday he said
reports indicated that the total purchases
would range to 500,000 bales, worth $80
million.
In the first 11 months of 1972, total sales
of United States goods to China amounted
to only $40.8 million. Although no official
sources have confirmed the report, the
informant said a London dealer, Ralli
"' '
'
(Continued on P. 12)
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Viewpoints OnLBJ And Vietnam
Vietnam Accord

~~

Fragile: Handle With Care
By Bruce Cholst
It is an oft repeated axiom of American
diplomacy that "Washington wins all her
wars, and loses every peace." Viet Nam,
I believe, offers a departure from this
tradition: while we did not exactly
emerge from the conflict as winners, the
tenuous truce that has been established
will not give rise to a new spasm of
fighting, or betray American national
interests, as past armistices have done.
Instead, it allows ALL Vietnamese
factions to seek a common political
accord WITHOUT slighting the integrity
or legitimate claims of any one faction. It
is not my purpose here to indulge in
hindsight or to justify the continuation of
the war for a decade in search of an
"honorable peace". Instead, I would like
to-pose and answer the question, What
kind of a postwar era are the U.S. and
Indo-China destined for?
First, one might ask, Will the Indochina peace last? I believe it will, and
base my optimism on the accord
provisions. These provisions give the
Saigon government an excellent chance
to survive any military pressure that
might be applied by the North.
Specifically, while 150,000 North Vietnamese troops have been allowed to
remain in the South, neither they nor
their weapons can be replaced or reinforced. President Thieu's 1,1 million-man
army has in the past proven capable of

handling themselves and will have a
much easier time now that the North's
means of reinforcement has been cut off.
The North Vietnamese troops have by the
agreement, been cut off from their
traditional sanctuaries, Laos and
Cambodia. Also, Russia and China are
likely to heed President Nixon's plea for
restraint in administering Hanoi any aid,
because they both desparately need the
economic boon of trade agreements with
the U.S.
Next, one might wonder whether Hanoi
will honor the military restrictions to
which it agreed. I believe that the truce
supervision measures are adequate to
insure this. A large force -1160 men-from
Canada, Indonesia, Poland, and Hungary
- to be stationed througout the South - has
been assigned the supervisory task. This
enlarged group, (as opposed to the
meager 250-man force that Hanoi
wanted) will be provided with sufficient
manpower, and have a sufficient scope of
operation to see that the truce provisions
are carried out. Moreover, the efficacy of
this supervisory force will be enhanced
by its inherent system of checks and
balances: Indonesia has been solidly proThieu; Poland, solidly pro-Hanoi;
Canada, a nominal ally of the U.S. who
has diplomatic ties with Hanoi; and
Poland, a Communist state which has
recently improved relations with the U.S.

Similar checks and balances within the
National Reconciliation Council will
ensure that free and fair elections will be
ultimately carried out, As regards these
elections, Thieu's political position has
been greatly enhanced as of late. A
general outrage pervades the South as a
result of atrocities committed during the
North's invasion of last May.
Lastly, massive American economic
assistance has in the past proven to be an
effective bulwark against Communism.
President Thieu's government will be
bolstered in the same fashion.
I believe that there will be less anxiety,
uncertainty, and dislocation in the U.S.
than in Indochina as a result of the accord. Americans will experience no real
traumatic changes in their daily lives,
because for two years (since the birth of '
Nixon's Vietnamization policy) we have
been experiencing a gradual and continuous transition between war and
peace. Over 95% of all American troops
which had been fighting in Viet Nam at
the height of the war have been gradually
integrated into the mainstream of our
lives over the last two years. Thus, there
will be no mass infustion of hoards of
veterans returning to a nation that is not
prepared for their arrival, as in past post
war eras. Stability, and a continuation of
our present way of life will mark this
postwar era, whereas severe domestic

dislocations and recession have rnarked
past truces.
,"•'•••
This truce will not be a depressant to
our economy. To the contrary, the 30,000
returning troops will be easily absorbed
by our continuously expanding economy,
Moreover, there will be little or no
"Peace Dividend" (A mass release of
revenue for domestic needs). The fund?
which now will be diverted away from
the war will be absorbed by the increased
costs of a volunteer army and the high
costs of reconstruction.
The passions and controversy which
the war has stirred among our people will
be somewhat quieted now. Americans
will indeed be inclined to "debate our
differences with more decency and
civility.'' The largest impact of Viet Nam
upon American life will be its impact on
the"future conduct of foreign policy. The
Nixon doctrine has already ushered in a
new era of restraint for America. We will
help other nations to solve their problems
WITHOUT actually taking their solution
upon ourselves.
In short, I believe that the cease-fire
accord is a fragile but nonetheless lasting
truce in Indochina. It will have little
effect upon our domestic political scene
but a large impact upon our future
foreign policy.

J

Inflation

The Economic Legacy of LBJ

By Neil Garston
Bv Neil Garstnn
The years of Lyndon Baines Johnson's
Presidency were 1963 to' 1968, but the
results of his administration are still with
us. Since I have been asked to assess the
economic impact of L.B. J., I will confine
my observations to this field, leaving all
other aspects of his time of power to
others. The results must not be looked on,
therefore, as a balanced picture of the
man or his administration.
I shall divide my analysis into two
parts, the first of which can be briefly
stated: an attempt was ma'de to end
poverty and reduce the degree of
economic inequality in the United States,
and since, the methods we partly illconceived and partly ill-executed, the
attempt failed. A few things, such as
Medicare, survive, but, by and large, the
programs failed or were aborted and are

1-

being dismantled by those who never
approved the goal anyway.
The principal accomplishment here
was that a substantial amount of money
was spent, which brings me to the second
point to be made. The preceding Kennedy
administration began a movement
towards higher income, higher rates of
economic growth, and less unemployment, and, with all, virtually stable
prices.
But as the economy neared full employment, Johnson was increasing expenditures on his domestic programs and
was feeding our military adventure in
Vietnam with money, as well as men. At
this point, L.B.J. had four possible
courses of action:
(1) Cut back domestic spending,
sacrificing his attempt to complete the

C

w

New Deal;
(2) Abandon the Vietnamese war;
(3) Try to carry on both sets of both
programs, paying for them with higher
taxes;
(4) Try to carry on both sets of both
programs, paying for them with
borrowed money (deficits).
As we all know, the last was the policy
chosen for some time, to the lasting
regret of the American people. Since the
members of the Council. of Economic
Advisors were systematically misled as
to the expected course - and cost - of the
war, it was some time before they
recommended an increase in taxes to
avoid causing an .inflation.
^
Tfiis advice was not welcome, since a
request for a tax hike might have forced
the country to consider the choice bet-

ween domestic problems and foreign
wars - a choice the President wished to
keep in his hands, and to avoid making.
The advice was ignored for the next year,
till signs of inflation were clear, and then
the request was made. Since Congress is
not a swift moving beast, another year
passed before the law was passed, and by
then it was another case of too little, too
late.
Once the inflation was permitted to
show itself, it was inevitable in a
capitalist economy that large scale
unemployment would follow. Thus, while
R.M.N. might also have followed better
policies than he did, and achieved more
sooner, the basic responsibility for six
years of inflation and four of large
unemployment rests with President
Lyndon Johnson of Texas.

Resurrecting
Sensitivity
By Theodore D. Lockwood

I

•

I

•1 ,

Relief and tragedy came together last
week. The iminent end to the unwelcome
war in Vietnam brought to all a great
sense of relief; the death of President
Johnson reminded us of the essential
tragedy which can engulf an American
president.
Unhappily the agreement on Vietnam
also amplified our frustration. Could we
not have reached a similar agreement
years ago? That question continues to
torment us. President Johnson was as
trapped by the dilemna as has been the
Nixon administration. For Lyndon
Johnson saw much that he had sought to
accomplish - however regarded dissipated by the contagious violence of a
war we could not explain within the
context of our own history as a
democracy. And America found yet
again that foreign affairs remained the
central domestic concern. As a nation we
were unable to resolve the complexities
arising from World; War II. And the
violence of Vietnam, rather than

suggesting new alternatives, seemed
only to numb our senses as we acted upon
anachronistic assumptions,
A reading of the Vietnam agreement
adds, in my judgment, to our puzzlement; for the terms do not suggest
that we have moved into an era of P ea ? e '
(In contrast, the rapprochements witn
Russia and China do offer some promise
and may well have prompted Hanoi s
response.) We are left with gratitude that,
the war has come to an end, but we have
not yet acquired fresh confidence: that we
can avoid such ventures in the future.
Yet, from these events'we must draw
hope for that future. A great people
admits to its mistakes and then moves
forward. To that extent the combination
,of relief and tragedy/may prove iortuitous: we must resurrect the,humane
sensitivities which still run deep in our
experience and complement these W ;
both determination and imagination.
self-renewal.in a, democracy is si
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Rich Blend

Saeko Bchinoe And Company Dance At Atheneum
By Jill Anne Silverman
I"). t
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Friday evening February 3, the Wad- second part begins a more personal emotive
sworth Atheneum and the Performing Arts solo begins.
Program of the Asia Society presented
Fantasy (1971) choreographically was one
Saeko Ichiohe and Company in a concert of my favorite works. A duet for Diana Hart
that blended the fundamentally Western and Victor Vargas this piece explores with
modern dance tradition with an equally rich lucidity many of the characteristics one
Eastern folk style. The program was an associates with her mature style: straight
interesting melange of styles and presented limbs, gestural hands, a removed sense of
the audience with not only varied genres but weight.,-the movement seems to come out
with an integrated overview of Ms. of nowhere and return to the dark wings.
Ichinohe's choreography - the body of which The piece opens with a striking solo for Mr.
Vargas, who is by far the finest dancer in the
seems to have started in 1966. •
There seem to be two polar forces at work company. His fantastic biomorphic changes
in the pieces of Ms. Ichinohe, perhaps these move into a duet that seemed a bit sloppy,
are derrived from the Japanese heritage then to the female then male solos. These
that one sees very forcibly woven into her two phrases of movement in their simplistic
style. There is a constant battle it seems use of gesture, trembling, fluttering of
between' the ephemeral breathy spiritual appendages, and elementary forms were
side of her dancers and their inherently beautiful in their conception. The duet that
earthy characteristics - gravity, weight, etc. brought the dance to a close was not as tight
< This duality bpcomes of greater importance as it might have been; there were two inwhen considering the body of works teresting lights that seemed hampered by
sloppy execution.
presented Friday night.
The concert opened with a proto-romantic
The two attempts at humor during the
dance for two females entitles Stream. It program were interesting and well perwas choreographed in 1966, as was a later formed. Piece in the Shape of a Pear (1970)
solo performed by Ms. Ichinhoe entitled was of course done to music of Erik Satie.
Fire-Eating Bird; I mention these two The work was a series of eight vignettes that
pieces at the same time because they seem bordered on the sublime; dancers Airi
to be similar in their inability to come Hynninen, Victor Vargas, and Michael
across as convincing statements- the Rivera were listed on the program. Unmovements were gestural, highly narrative fortunately Thomas Yang was a sudden
and rather remote. Stream was ac-substitute for Mr. Rivera. Mr. Yang is a
companied by an ephemeral piece of young performer who still needs polish; the
Alexander Scriabin; unfortunately the dance did not manage to convey that
music seemed more integral to the piece uniquely Satiesque humor one might have
looked for. Quintet however was utterly
than the choreography itself.
The second work was a superb solo dating delightful and just what the audience needed
1972 for Ms. Ichinhoe. The piece was to charge up after a long first half. The piece
choreographed by Ronald Sequoio to music was a charming spoof performed to music
of Peter Schickele and a recitation of by Domenico Paradies. The colorful
moving verse by Joan Baez. The total effect costumes were a welcome change- brightly
of the piece was extremely moving. A piece colored leotards, floppy shirts and brightly
striped socks on one of each dancers
in two parts Sun Dance opens with a highly colored
certainly added to the festive nature of
ritualized, momentous sort of movements; legs
the woman is bemoaning her lost lover. The the piece.
The second half of the program was rather
red scarf worn about her figure becomes the
symbolic sun as she walks to the back overbearing. Megitsune (The Fox) (1971) a
curtain removes the scarf and pins it to the duet for Saeko Ichinhoe and Victor Vargas
dark wall, removing one long hairpin her was very much in the spirit of the earth
1
dark tresses fall below her waist and the bound quality seen in Chinese and Japanese
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folk ballet. The costumes were traditional
loose embroidered garmets that harked
back in style to those seen in the Peking
Ballet. The movement was lethargic and
very much of the earth. The ending was
highly emotional and beautifully portrayed
as the hunter kills the fox.
The evening ended with a free fantasy also
performed in traditional costumes inspired
by the traditional Japanese festival of
Hinamatsuri. The piece was entitled Suite
Hinamatsuri (1970-1972). As apart of this
traditional festival for girls each family
displays its special dolls. The piece was a
fantasy inspired by the dolls. The prologue
opens with Airi Hynninen's ritual introduction to the dolls; Ms. Hynninen is
attired in white Kimono and toe shoes. She is
followed by Thomas Yang and Michel
Rivera in "Two State Ministers," a highly
civilized portrayal of governmental
strength of will; this then is followed by

"Three Court Ladies," a short ephemeral
piece. The high point of the piece is the
dance of the Emperor and Empress which
is, of course, performed by Ms. Ichinohe and
Victor Vargas. The opening presents them
in full ceremonial dress walking in varied
patterns across the stage; as the dance
proceeds and the movements become more
complex and emotional- but the serenity of *
the dancers' positioning is never sacrificed
for the movement itself. The Five Musicians
conclude the piece in a gay gestural musical
party.
The evening was an educational one. Ms.
Ichinohe has set herself upon a complex and
unending road toward the meshing of two
styles. Sometimes this works other times
the attempt left me cold. It became more
obvious that in her later pieces Ms. Ichinoht
was beginning to hit upon a style,that is truly
hers and rather self-satisfying. It will be
interesting to see where she goes from here.

Announcements
Auditions

Hartt College

Open auditions for dancers for the Broadway
Hartt College of Music presents guest artist
production of the musical hit "No No Nanette" James Houlik, tenor saxophone, and "friends",
will be held on the stage of Bushnell Memorial Tuesday, February 6 at 8 p.m. in Mlllard
Hall on Thursday afternoon, February 15 at A Auditorium. There is no admission charge.
p.m. Applicants should apply at the stage door
no earlier than 3:30 and ask for production
stage manager Charles Durant or dance
captain Rita Abrams.
Theater; Yes to the Broadway production of
"No No Nanette." The musical hit stars Don
Atneche. The production was supervised by
Busby Berkeley. All interested entertainment
seekers should be on hand between February 12
Two sound, color motion pictures entitled
and February 17-evenings at 8:15. The
"Yankee Calling" and the "The House That
Saturday matinee commences at 2:30.
Mark Built" will be featured at the regular
monthly meeting of The Connecticut Historical
Society, on Tuesday, February 6, at 8:15 p.m.
Music: The sixth Wednesday night subin the Hoadley Auditorium, 1 Elizabeth Street, scription concert of the current season of the
Hartford. The total running time for both films
HARTFORD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA Will:
is 55 minutes, and the public is cordially in- be given on February 7, at 8:15 p.m., and will,
vited
. .
feature works by MOZART and RACHMANINOFF. ARTHUR WiNOGRAb will be Oh
the podium and the guesf artist will be pianist
CHRISTOPH ESCHENBACH. The concert will
open with the SERENADE FOR WINDS IN C
MINOR by MOZART. On February 9, the
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra will perform
Mahler's Sixth Symphony under the direction
of Claudio Abado.

At The Bushnell

Conn. Historical Society
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Sodom Comes To New Haven
By Ralph Gilmartin
"Each of us lives in an infinite number of
images."
This line contains the theme which Isaac
Bashevis Singer has chosen to explore in his
first play, "The Mirror", now in its world
premiere run at the Yale Repertory
Theater. Mr. Singer, the well-known Yiddish
author, creates a world of fantasy,
eroticism, and sorcery in which the thin line
between illusion and reality has been
erased, and leads" us into the land on the
other side of the mirror where image does
not always live up to expectation.
This play, which is in reality a parable,

tells the story of Zirel, a young orthodox
Jewish wife, and her life in a small town in
19th century Poland. She is a woman of
strong drives and passions who feels constricted by the rural quiet and boredom with
which she is surrounded. Her husband, an
asexual rabbinical student awaiting the
imminent arrival of the Messiah, cannot
begin to satisfy his wife either emotionally
or physically. He wears his pants to bed in
order to be prepared should the Messiah
come at night. Zirel's only escape lies in her
mirror where she can create for herself an
exciting life far removed from the sterility

Photo by St nn O'M.illoy

"T'lS PITY'

Cast of David Eliet's production catch on quickly-much
to Fencing Master's dismay. From left to right: David
Henderson, Stephen Roylance, Peter Arnoff, and Rusty
Hicks. Stephen Fischer, prone. Show premieres March
2nd.

of her daily existence. When a satyr appears
to her in the mirror, offering to let her taste
the joys which await on the other side in
Sodom, Zirel is quick to accepting. She soon
discovers, however, that she is no more
prepared for the decadence and libertinism
of Sodom than she was for the pious Judaism
of Poland. We are left with Zirel sadly
trapped between worlds, but with a hope of
future-happiness and satisfaction.
"The Mirror" is an extremely effective
melange of comedy, tragedy, music, song,
and dance. Beginning with Zirel's raillery
against her provincial community, the play
becomes progressively more serious as it
moves towards its conclusion, aided in its
movement by songs and dances. The music
provided by a quartet of violin, clarinet,
doublebass, and percussion was extremely
well performed and succeeded admirably in
setting the moods of the scenes. The
orgiastic dances of the Sodom episode were
highly
sensual
and remarkably
choreographed by Carmen de Lavallade especially considering the small size of the
stage. These diverse components fit
together well to provide a smooth flowing
two hours.
I found the acting excellent on all levels.
Marcia Jean Kurtz in the leading role as
Zirel moved easily in her characterization- ,
from frustration to sensuality to
disallusionment. She was more than
adequately supported by a cast composed of
both professionals and Yale drama
students. Michael Posnick, the director, had
his cast well in hand and led them easily
from the ba,nal to the perverse and back
again, Steve Rubin's scenery and costuming
echoed these changes, shifting from period
clothing and a realistic trompe d'oiel set in
Act 1 to the eerie, nightmarish mood of the
costumes and set of Sodom in Act 2.
"The Mirror" will be playing at the Yale
Repertory Theater in New Haven until
March 7 and I highly recommend that
anyone who has the opportunity go to see it.
I think I can promise you a most enjoyable
afternoon or evening as well as some interesting thoughts on image, illusion, and
reality. \
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Guitar
The Hartford YWCA is giving beginner and
intermediate folk guitar lessons beginning in
the first week of February at the Broadview
Community Church, 45 Olive St.
The 10 hour long sessions will cost $10, The
beginners lessons will be on Wednesdays from
4 to5p.m. starting Feb. 7, Intermediate lessons
will be Tuesdays fromd to 5 p.m. starting Feb.
7. Billy Reyburn of "Brandywyne Tyme" is the
teacher. For further information call 525-1163.

Manchester College
The Manchester Community College
Auditorium-Milli Silvestri, assistant director
of the Trinity News Bureau will star as Martha
in the Theater III Touring Company production
of Edward Albee's "Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?" February 9-11 at 8:00 p.m.

Religion
Dr. Louis N. leldman, Professorof Classics,
Yeshiva University, New York City, will be
featured in a Department oE Religion
Colloquium on Monday, February 12, at 4 p.m.
in Alumni Lounge. His topic will be: "The
Jewish Attitude Toward Jesus." Members of
the College and Greater Hartford Communities
are welcome to attend and to participate in the
discussion with Dr. Feldman following his
formal Colloquium presentation.

Postponed
An Open House featuring Dr. George B.
Cooper speaking on the Age of Wren has been
postponed. It was to have been held in the
Trumbull Room Tuesday, February 6, 1973,
8:00p.m. No new date has been set yet.

Tutoring
The West Side Middle School will sponsor a
tutoring, program beginning Feb. 7 for 10
Wednesdays. Tutors are needed in reading and
math from 2:15 to 3:30 p.m. All tutoring is one a
one to one basis. If interested, contact Mr. Ross
at 522-9350 at least one week before the
program begins so arrangements for training
can be made. There will be a tutoring training
program at West Side Middle School 7:309:30
on the following Tuesdays: Feb. 6, 13, 27,, and
March 6.
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Ma* Morath

Gay Nineties At Bushiiell
By Carol Livingston

Postludes

Dwight L. Brown Performs
By Daniel Freelander

/i
)i

POSTLUDES presented the second seemed' to lose direction in the middle
concert of the semester last Wednesday section; but Brown recovered and played
evening in Garmany Hall. Dwight L. Brown the final passages in an exciting manner.
'76 performed seven relatively short piano
The best performed piece of the evening
pieces that ranged in difficulty from the was Allegro Appassionata by Saint-Saens.
simple to the flamboyant.
Played from memory. Brown handjed this
Obviously a normally reserved person, virtuosic work well, overcoming a few rough
Brown allowed himself to let go with a few of spots, and showing good control over some
the pieces. On others, however, he withdrew of the really difficult passages of this
into himself, and the music lacked the force showpiece.
necessary for it to come across effectively.
Brown chose well in placing the Saint
After beginning with two short, but dif- Saens work last, and his audience of about 65
ficult pieces by Qhopin and Bach respec- Trinity students appreciated that choice.
tively, Brown pi^eeded with the Mozart His inward nature was most evident by his
Sonata III Allegro. By overemphasizing the refusal to stand for bows after each piece,
rhythmic changes, the sound became and this inwardness remained a problem
choppy, and just didn't move well, He did throughout the performance. Clearly, Mr.
play more securely towards the end of the Brown has the makings of a fine pianist. If
piece, but as in the Chopin Prelude and Back he continues to work at overcoming this
Arioso, his command of the music was not minor problem, his future concerts at
convincing.
Trinity will be most welcome,
The second half of the program came off
This Wednesday's Postludes presentation
more smoothly, Brown gave a fine, flowing will be selections from great musical
interpretation of the familiar Chopin Etude comedies sung by Daniel Freelander,
Op.K) ,•':}. In this piece Brown finally baritone, and Karen Siegel, soprano. As is
asserted himself and the difficult parts did customary, the concert will begin at 10:00
not phase him. The flamboyant Rach- p.m. in Garmany Hall at the Austin Arts
maninoff Prelude was just a bit too big for Center. "All are encouraged to attend these
him to handle. The performance of his work student, performances.

Poet's Comer
In The Warm Of Winter
January 26, 1973
By Potor Heidekeuper

With little hereto hold , .
in present or in past
;
within these aged browns,
:
time lets such buildings last
till knowledge has explained
this pale green winter ground
and chimes that ever praise '-,
. above this being, now ••;•
who wonders only how• ;', •
he sits here once again.
, ;••••
. Crossing this quad here
five years ago
walking proudly with no beanie
quite alone that first week.
All of us alone to.fear
when I.walked to the tv
.to.watch-America burn
•
;

;

that

April,;

:

.'•••• ..".

Here I walked with
a friend when he learned .
of a'.death.
We prayed.
The Dead's music rising by the Bishop
as dogs leap after frisbees
and thoughts "twist unsung
to friends who can't appear to me this place my stay again
this place my stay a time
and once again I neyeram
who I thight have been.
:
.Colder walks on a warmer day
than really ought to be; ' .
there Hartford to the.east, ,
here bodies in:the center,
'gone friends to the west. .
Oh a warmer day. colder walls
than really ought to be,

:';
•. '
.

^:

The turn of the century was an era that
even our grandparents only vaguely
remember, and one with which we have
very little connection. Sandwiched between
the Civil War and the First World War it
dictated a relatively placid living style. It
was not until the end of the period, between
1890 and 1920, that the great social
upheavals, which radically changed the
American way of life, took place. The life of
the white middle-class, which then, as now,
dominated the cultural development of the
country produced a popular art which the
modern observer would judge sentimental
and superficial. There was no reflection in it
of the less than pleasant side of American
life- no mention of the horrid social conditions of which Sinclair Lewis wrote.
Nothing of the discrimination and intolerance of the time was displayed — all
that was shown was the rose-tined way of
life. It is to the glorification of this genteel
culture that the one-man show "An Evening
with Max Morath at the Turn of the Century" is dedicated. Seated in the darkened
Bushnell last Saturday night watching
Morath perform, • one could not help but
wonder if our culture would appear as
superficial to future auditiences as did the
one of which Morath spoke to us.
I confess a certain critical bias toward the
Morath evening. The period material was
spliced together with a running comentary
comparing conditions then with conditions
today, and one could imagine the lengths to
which Mr. Morath had gone to find enough
over-worked formula jokes about women,
dope, and the younger generation to fill his
evening. It was obviously slanted to please a
latter middle-aged middle class audience,
people who would consider Bob Hope the
epitome of wit and sophistication. Much of
the humor of the evening, which the older
members of the audience enjoyed seemed to

Dance
Trinity's dance program will sponsor works
by three visiting artists. The performance is
scheduled for Friday February 9 at 7:30 in the
Washington Room. Pieces by Wendy Perron,
Risa Jaroslow and Stephanie Woodard will be
presented. A symposium will follow in Wean
Lounge, refreshments will be served. Participants in the discussion will be Professor
Miller Brown, Karl Haberlandt, Randy Lee,
Frank Kirkpatrick, and Harvey Picker, as well
as choreographers Wendy Perron and
Stephanie Woodard. The subject for discussion
will be the approach that one can take to dance
in light of the influence of specific academic
disciplines. The forum will be an open one after
initial introductory remarks are made by the
formal p a r t i c i p a n t s . Admission is f r e e ;
refreshments will be served.

be only trite and rehashed servings of things
which could bo .seen at the cost of as much
effort as it takes to flick the television dial
It is a type of material which evokes no
empathy from rne. but which evoked ranch
enthusiasm from the people to whom it was
directed.
It must be mentioned however, that the
period pieces appealed to the entire
audience. One could stomp one's feet to
pieces like "The Tiger Rag" or laugh at the
temperance ballads. The pace of the
evening, after a rather sluggish start,
picked up and moved along briskly,
however, the same pace remained, unvaried
throughout the whole show; after a while it
became slightly tedious. One wanted the
show either to speed up and move the
audience or slow down and give them a
chance to rest. The type of material also
suffered from a lack of variety. The content
was all on a humorous level, nothing was
earth-shatteringly funny but nothing was
deadly serious, either. It was just the level
needed to warm up an audience, but not
sufficiently varied to sustain greater interest.
Despite flaws in the material "An
Evening with Max Morath at the Turn of the
Century" exuded a sleek professionalism
despite minor technical problems such as a
constantly crackling microphone. Morath is
an engaging performer, not necessarily new
and original, but engaging nevertheless. He
has a fine voice and exuded warmth and
personable stage presence. It is a"difficult •
task to carry off a one-man show and
Morath performs admirably. Considering
the type of audience for which the
production was meant it was a fine show;
appealing and pleasant. For anyone else,
there remains the consoling thought that it
could have been a lot worse.
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Comin' To Town

Mahavishnu

By Burt Downes

The Mahavishnu Orchestra, featuring so as to help them.
John McLaughlin on guitar, will be coming
Jan Hammer, from Czechoslovakia, is a
to Ferris Athletic Center on Saturday, Feb. rapid and sensitive keyboard player. He
10th at 8 p.m. Neither strictly a rock group shows delicacy on electric piano, then
nor a jazz group, but heavily partaking of switches to mini-Moog for a stronger legato
both idioms, this ensemble is guaranteed to sound.
leave you breathless, combining incredible
Jerry Goodman, violin, comes from a
power, beautiful intricate melody, and Chicago family of professional violinists. He
complex time structure in each of their long led The Flock, a dynamic rock group with a
pieces. One doesn't just listen to the leaning toward big-band jazz sound, before
Mahavishnu Orchestra; one feels compelled McLaughlin selected him for Mahavishnu.
to follow it, to try to match the intensity of
Rick Laird, from Dublin, rounds out the
the music with his own concentration on it. band with bass support. A former Berkley
The audience and the ensemble of players School student, he plays lines that are often
become one unit at a Mahavishnu concert. counter-rhythmic or even melodies in
Ask anyone who has seen them perform.
themselves.
John McLaughlin, behind an impressive
McLaughlin can be heard with various
18-string, double-necked electric guitar, sidemen on several British albums. He
leads the band and composes most of the came to the attention of American drummer
music. Rising from British jazz groups from Tony Williams, who sent for him on the basis
the late fifties, he attained a fluid jazz style of a single tape, commenting as has Miles
by the mid-sixties with Graham Bond's jazz- Davies, on how much McLaughlin "knew".
blues group and proceeded to develop into McLaughlin begSn to play on Miles's
one of the most complex, deft, and self- sessions, notably "In A Silent Way" and
assured guitarists imaginable, When added "Bitches Brew."
to the power of amplification, it is an
He began to record here on his own with
amazing display of talent which grabs the several rock musicians including. Buddy
undivided attention even of those who have Miles and is featured in the excellent
never heard him before. His secret? No "Devotion" LP, and then on "My Goal's
secret, really: it's just musicianship, Beyond" (one side with jazz musicians
supreme musicianship on his part and on the including Cobham and Goodman, one side of
part of the whole band.
beautiful acoustic guitar duets). Then came
Unlike most rock bands, the Mahavishnu the Mahavishnu Orchestra itself with an
Orchestra is composed of veteran jazz amazing first album "The Inner Mounting
players. The one player who has not played Flame" and the newly released "Birds of
jazz-Jerry Goodman-is a virtuoso classical Fire."
violinist. Unlike most jazz ensembles,
A recurrent theme in his last few lps has
Mahavishnu plays with the fierce energy of been his devotion to Sri Chinmoy, whom he
electric instruments, producing one of the describes as a "master on the instrument of
most powerful sounds in music history. the human soul." McLaughlin lets himself
.During a performance, listener becomes meditate on the Sri as he plays. He has said
increasingly impressed with the way this that he began searching for something
intense almost superhuman power is under spiritual long ago. "I needed to see things
the human artists' absolute control. And through different eyes and hear things
unlike many bands in which the players through different ears. Now I realize that it
have grown and learned music together, this is that intuitive sense, that there is a perensemble's style has been nurtured by fection somewhere in nature that leads you
musicians who have traveled separate to aspire after it, to go after it in one's own
paths, learning about music in many ways way. And my way was through music."
at many times; attaining that command
which enables each to adapt to the other ,• The aspiration for perfection forms the
while never losing the sense of his own band's philosophy. Hammer said, "You
technique. The final phenomenon is a unity have to find the most direct way possible for
of presence—a single band sound.
the music to go through you-no obstacles,
just into you and out again, cleanly."
The members of Mahavishnu include:
Billy Cobhan, one of the most respected . Cobham described feeling the music "get
drummers in the jazz world, and now in the better and better, and gradually it becomes
rock world, since he can cover almost any like a light at the end of a hallway." Laird
aspect of percussion playing. He performs called it "playing selflessly." Indeed,
in a crisp, fast style, rhythmically exciting. nothing sums up the intensity and
One senses that he is intimately acquainted emotionality of the Mahavishnu Orchestra
with the others' musical thinking and plays like the term "spiritual."

'1

Mahavishnu-The Inner-mounting Flame.

Bad News Is Coming
By Lloyd Wolf
Luther Allison is a young black blues
musician. He is one of only a few young
black musicians still playing in the blues
medium, such as Buddy Guy, Junior Wells,
arid Taj Mahal. Of all of these, only Taj and
Luther Allison are really very young. Taj
has his own very distinctive style, and thus
is not really directly competing with many
others for supremacy in his particular field
of music. Allison, on the other hand, plays a
modern blues style that is similar to many
white, and particularly British, groups'
music. It is modern blues in the same way
thatB.B, King's blues are of a more modern
style than Muddy Waters' or John Lee
Hooker's. Allison has been listening to xock
music, and incorporates some of rock's
innovations into his blues. His latest record
"Bad News is Coming" on Motown contains
this modern-style blues. The record contains
several driving, funky blues tunes which are
well executed. It has some traditional
numbers by Willie Dixon, Elmore James
and B.B. King, in addition to some cuts
written by Allison himself. It would be hard
to say which cut is the best overall song on
the album, but the last cuts on each side are
both damn good.
Allison's entire band plays quite competently. Mr. Allison himself is an excellent
. guitar player,, though not exceptionally
original or creative and occasionally a bit
sloppy. He seems to have done a fair amount
of listening to Jimi Hendrix, various lead

SAC Lectures...
from page three

Photo by Dave Levin

The Bluest of the Blue Oyster at "Roots" concert in the Athletic Center
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Dirty Mean Lowdown

Moloshok said he could not give such a
guarantee. He also said that as editor he had
to consider the needs of his staff.
Specifically, he said that the Tripod's value
educationally, (i.e. helping students to learn
to write) "may be beyond any scope The.
Tripod has as a bulletin board." David Lee
said that students could read about outside
news in Hartford newspapers whereas they
couldn't find out about the David Buskin
concert in those papers.
He said that the Tripod as the campus
newspaper, should be particularly sensitive
and attentive to campus events.
V Moloshok said he agreed.

guitar players in British blues bands,(Mick
Taylor, Eric Clapton,, Tony McPhee, Jeff
Beck and others) and many of the early
electric blues guitar players. Of particular
note in Allison's band is Andrew Smith, who
plays both bass and drums. Smith is the
driving force in most of this band's sound,
and plays well enough to bring a distinctive
sound to this otherwise rather non-descript
album. Another point in Allison's favor is his
singing. Unlike many white blues bands,
which can often play very well but cannot
really sing adequately, Luther Allison can,
in addition to playing, sing the blues like the
blues should be sung.
Although not really an outstanding album,
"Bad News is Coming" makes for enjoyable
listening. It is dirty, mean, low-down gutsy
blues with heavy rock "overtones. If you like
blues, you'll probably like this record.

Apologies
Due to a profundity of technical
difficulties, the errant and caiiow
arts
editor failed to include bylines
foiJ the arts writers who contributed to the January 30 issue of
the TRIPOD. Joel Kemelhor wrote
the review on the non-gala Otello at
the Bushnell. Robin Wagge
provided the account of the Jose
Molina Spanish dance performance, and Glenn Gufstason
covered the mime show of Marcel
Marceau. Film at Cinestudio was
reviewed by Jenifer Frank and
Richard Markovitz. The current
Pratt Graphics exhibit showing at
the Art center was discussed by
Arthur Minor. The theater review
of the Pinero play at the Long
Wharf was written by Jon Dolittle.
Jean Ashburn is to be thanked for
her critique of the David Buskin
Concert.

lyi
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Sensationalism
personal opinion before the wheels of justice had turned.
Now we feel obliged to live by the same principle.
We race to add, however, coverage of the event cannot
prejudice the disciplinary proceedings. Everything we
have said is probably in the record of the hearings that
began yesterday.
The only people who will find this information at all,new
or startling or beneficial will be you--the rest of the
campus community.
And it's quite important that you be informed of these
developments and their origins. After all, rumors of an
incident at the library have been floating around since
Thursday night. Many people saw the fight take place -without being aware of why the fight developed or who was
involved.
It may be "sensationalizing" the news - but then we
didn't tell anyone to start a scuffle at the library. It may be
"sensationalizing" the case - but then we didn't tell
anyone to act in a sensational manner.
We had this event fall into our laps. We think we have
handled it with care and in the best interests of both the
participants and the campus community.

In case you didn't know, there was a fight in the library
Thursday night in which at least five black students and
one white student punched things out.
The TRIPOD, on page one, offers- a reconstruction of
the events based on our conversations with witnesses and
participants and, basically, whoever would talk to us.
We have a great many ambivalent feelings on this case •that we don't intend to share with the college community.
It seems that anything the TRIPOD would have to say
about the guilt or innocence of the various parties to this
case would compromise the judicial process of the College
(or the. courts, should this case ever go to a judge offcampus).
Of course we feel the TRIPOD should take a firm
position in times of crisis. But it seems to us that this case
is a very personal crisis. Most students didn't get involved.
The college only heard about it because one incident in the
quarrel took place on campus.
Some will remember that President Nixon once declared
one Charles Mauson guilty of the murder of an actress,
Sharon Tate. We joined the outcry against his airing his
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overlooked some things, and the WRTC
board has left me cold too.
TCB has accused the board of trying to
eradicate, or impede, Black Programming.
To the editorThis is false. The board has tried to keep the
Judging from my observation over the station cohesive by incorporating Black
past year of several confrontations at Programming as a major, not seperate,
WRTC, which only deserve to be called part of its format. Furthermore any
struggles of the station itself to become programmer can do his own programming.
more responsive to community needs, it is T, for instance, do a program called "The
clear to me that a.broad framework of
Nazz" under the "rock" category. Check me
issues needs to be compiled and recognized out some time and you'll discover Elmore
so that we can all work our way out of our James (blues), Gordon Lightfoot (fold),
relative blindness, large or small. I think I, AllenToussaint (soul), Todd Rundgren (top
have the insight to propose a few ways to 40), and maybe jazz or classical music from
look at WRTC. (I am a dj there.)
time to time if the mood hits me. All the
1. WRTC fills a threefold function: to board of directors does is fit my show into a
respond to greater Hartford community time slot with a focus.
needs and desires; to respond to Trinity
The WRTC board, on the other hand,
needs and desires; and to respond to its seems to show weakness in comprehension
student staff's needs and desires. The latter of station difficulties and policies, and in
includes taking music and public affairs dealing with grievances.
seriously, and taking radio itself seriously:
Perhaps this is all because we are not a
a few people at any campus radio station are cohesive unit. WNYU, in contrast, is a tight,
• always interested in radio as a career.
together place where everyone digs on each
2. Block programming seems to be called other's music, as long as he presents it in
for by the Trinity and public sectors. That is, good professional taste. My friend entered a
people-want to know what to expect when yeax and a half ago as a rock man, got tuned
they tune to WRTC at any given hour. Not, into R&B, and then jazz. Now he is a regular
for instance, public affairs one night, jazz dj on WRVR, one of New York's most imthe next, rock the next. This has not worked. portant jazz stations. Shows you what
3. Prime time, approximately 6-12 PM togetherness can do. I applaud Reggie
each night, will always be an issue on any Martin for voicing his feeling'of togetherradio station in the country, and perhaps ness. Now we should all join him and get
ought to give the public what they most down to business.
want, or then again, whatthey most need, or
•
—Burt Downes
then again, whatever the station does bestand this is a big problem, especially for a
multipurpose station like WRTC. I feel this

'business

'•1

—is an issue with many of us.'

"

'

Additions to this list would be appreciated
and would help deal rationally with difficulties in seeing eye to eye. But now I have
to complain, because I feel the TCB has

Letter!

OMLETES." However, upon walking
through the serving line I was surprised to
see that the spaghetti had been magically
turned into lasagna (with meat no less) and
that the Swedish meatballs suddenly looked
very much like roast beef. As I sat down
with several of my friends, enjoying this
gastronomic windfall, I could not help
noticing the general comotion near the front
of the dining room. I could recognize
President Lockwood at one even without his
•camel. I commented that it' was indeed
fortunate that the President was spared the
only beligerent action which Sweden had
perpetrated against the world in the last
fifty years, the SAGA Swedish meatball.
This strange coincidence brought back
wistfull memories of my sixth grade
teacher, a God-fearing matron and charter
member of the D.A.R. Once she took pains
to deal with the question why some members of a community live better than others.
She explained that those who had must have
worked harder than those who had not. In
response to farther skepticism, we were told
that a leveling of the differences between
the members of a community would only
result in a universal poverty. Theoretically,
as we grew older, we became less naive and
less impressionable.
However, those who run our food service
obviously think college presidents, like
small children, are naive and must be
protected from the harsh realities of life in a
community. So, when .President Lockwood
eats with us the food improves. I can't
complain about that, r think he should eat
with us more often. It is a proven principle,
despite what my sixth grade teacher taught
us, that if the least, and the greatest in a
To the Editor,
community must wear the same clothes, eat
This evening as I walked into diner, the the same food and live in the same quarters,
SAGA menu read,
"SPAGHETTI. ' the lot of the least cannot but improve.
SWEDISH MEATBALLS. MUSHROOM Therefore, I would propose to extend this

'eat'
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principle to the whole Trinity College
Community. Let everyone who wishes to
teach, work, or study at Trinity live right on
campus and eat SAGA food, and we might
see things done with Trinity College's
resources which were heretofore thought
impossible. If we made the Trustees and
Alumni do likewise, we might see the
financial problems of Trinity College
miraculously dissappear. I dare say that
Trinity would become richer than Wesleyan
or maybe even Harvard,
Unfortunately, none of this is likely to
come about. Our administrators will sit
behind their desks by day only to go home at
night. They will try to solve Trinity College's
financial problems by delivering us up to
some consortium which I cannot begin to
bring myself to trust, or even understand.
The trouble is that the students, administrators/faculty, alumni and trustees
can too easily escape the fact that they are
associated with Trinity College. Maybe, if a
list of the above persons were published
monthly, they would be forced to support the
College out of shear embarrasment. Failing
this, it's back to the sixth grade for all of us.
Respectfully,
Josh Philip Kupferberg
P.S. The roast beef was excellent. My
compliments to the chef.

*

5TAFF: Rebecca Adams, Kent Allen, Bonnie Bernstein, AbBy Collier, Frances Congdon,
Anne Corncel, Robin Daniiger, Rebecca Dunn, Mike Egan, Stephen Fischer, Danny
Freelandor, Larry Garber, Eric Gibson, Lenny Goldschtnidt, Glenn Gustafscm, Margie
Johnson, Dan Kolman, Joel Kemelhor, Lois Kimmelman, Neil Kobrosky, Sara Laden, Rich
Lovoring, Carol Manago, Mitch Manttel, Andy Merz, Gary Morgans, Sean O'Malley, Aron
Pasternack, Danny Reese, Mark Salonia, Jill Si
—•* Pete Taussig, Bruce Weber, Sue
Weisselberg, Martha Cohen, Bob Shapiro, Richard Ruchman.

UpThe...
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Et Tu, Milhaus?
By Steve Balkan
(Columnist's note: Yes, a cease-fire has been signed,
but we're still bombing Laos, and the Nixon Administration hasn't ruled out bombing Vietnam all
over again should the cease-fire break down.
Significantly, we still have 100,000 men on air bases in
Thailand and Guam.
Thus, this column is dedicated in memory of Mr.
Nixon's 12-day Christmas gift to North Vietnam last
December, with apologies to Shakespeare; I shouldn't
disgrace his name this way. The /act? are true; only
the names have been changed to protect the guilty.)
It was shortly after the ides of December. Having
finally come out of hiding after bombing back to the
Stone Age the Caesar named Peace (whose crowning,
some had said, was at hand), Milhous Brutus, Cassius
Kissinger, Trebonius Laird, and the other conspirators
entered the Forum to address the multitude assembled. The crowd hushed as Milhous began to speak.
"My fellow Americans! hear me for my cause, and
be silent, that you may hear: censure me in your
wisdom, arid awake your senses, that you may the
better judge. If there be any in this assemble, any dear
friend of Peace, to him I say, that Milhous's love for
Peace was no less than his. If then that friend demand
whay Milhous rose against Peace, this is my answer:
Not that I loved Peace less, but that I loved America
more.
"Had you rather Peace were living and America all
disgraced, than that Peace were dead, and we with our
heads high? For as Peace was ambitious, I slew him.
Who here is so rude that would not be an American? If
any, speak; for him have I offended. Who here is so vile
that will not love his country? If any, speak; for him
have I offended."

From The Right

A couple of effete snobs did speak, but the majority,
as usual, remained silent. So Milhous went on,
"Then none have I offended. I have done no more to
Peace than you shall do to Milhous. With this I departthat, as I slew Peace for the good of America, I have
the same bomb for myself, when it shall please my
country to need my death."
Despite the offer, the multitude merely grumbled.
Then entered George Antony McGovern, a decent
man known for his deep love of Peace. Only recently
had he campaigned to offer Peace the crown so that
Peace could reign over all of God's children-even over
little Kim, who was last seen running naked from the
warm, fiery greeting of Milhous's winged messengers.
George Antony had promised to support the conspirators 100 per cent, so Milhous had given him
permission to speak. Little did he know that George
Antony would support them a full 1000 "per cent. Now
did George Antony step forward to speak to the people.
"Friends, Americans, countrypersons, lend me your
ears; I come to bury Peace, not to praise him. The
noble Milhous hath told you Peace was ambitious. If it
were so, it was a grevious fault, and greviously hath
Peace answere'd it. Here under leave of Milhous and
the rest-for Milhous is an honorable man; so are they
all, all honorable men.
"Come I to speak in Peace's funeral. He was my
friend, faithful and just to me. But Milhous says he was
ambitious, and Milhous is an honorable man. When the
Vietnamese hath cried, Peace hath wept; ambition
should be made of sterner stuff. Yet Milhous says he
was ambitious, and Milhous is an honorable man.
"I speak not to disprove what Milhous spoke, but
here I am to speak what I do know. You all did love

Peace once, not without cause. O judgement! thou art
fled to brutish beasts, and men have lost their reason."
•The Journalists screamed, "And so has Eagleton!"
George Antony smiled bitterly and continued,
"But yesterday the word of Peace might have stood
against the world; now lies he there, and none so poor
to do him reverence. O masters, if I were disposed to
stir your hearts and minds to mutiny and rage, I should
do Richard wrong, and Cassius Kissinger wrong, who,
you all know, are honorable men.
"They that have done this deed are honorable. What
private griefs they have, alas, I know not, that made
them do it. They are wise and honorable and will, no
doubt, with reasons answer you. Milhous will say he
wanted not Peace but Peace With Honor, and that is
why Milhous is an honorable man.
"I am no orator. I have no words to stir men's blood;
let Milhous's bombs do that. I only speak right on. I tell
you that which you yourselves do know; I show you
sweet Vietnamese wounds, poor poor, dumb mouths,
and bid them speak for me-to put a tongue in every
wound of Vietnam that should move the stones of
America to rise and mutiny. . . •
"O here was a Peace! when comes such another?"
We all dp know the contents of the final act, when,
after 12 days of terror bombing, Milhous did proclaim
"peace with honor." Yet, a great Bard named Gandhi
did once write, "It has always been a mystery to me
how men can feel themselves honored by the
humiliation of their fellow-beings."
Lest the audience be lulled into a complacent
assurance that the play will remain ended, let these
sorrowful words be remembered: "Milhouse is an
honorable man."

' ~~^"

Before We Call It Victory
By Steve Chernaik
Once again coercion has been niet by capitulation.
Black announcers seized the radio station and "settled" for forty-one hours of radio time to be entirely
monopolized by black broadcasters - nearly one-third
of WRTC's airtime.
Historically speaking, I hesitate to call this settlement a victory for anyone, with the possible exception of those who see a settlement as being successful whenever peace, however tenuous, and at
whatever cost is maintained (i.e. Munich).
My.basic skepticism, pertaining to the recent WRTC
settlement, stems from our recent history of student
causes which have succeeded through various methods
of activism, coercion, and intimidation. I am talking of
those causes which characteristically were born amid
high spirits and positive action, only to die a couple of
years later amid washed hands, apathy and indifference. ,
An obvious case in point is the Senate Student
Scholarship Fund. In the wake of Martin Luther King's

assasination a large band of students seized the administrative offices and barricaded themselves within
as the means to coerce our trustees into allocating
funds to bring more disadvantaged students to Trinity
College. A settlement was reached and a ,fund
established, with the understanding that the students
themselves would campaign to raise $15,000 among
themselves. Well, last year, four years later, eighteen
hundred dollars were raised, and the balance had to be
appropriated out of the student activities fund, so that
Trinity could make good her students' commitment to
disadvantaged applicants. This year there has hardly
been a whisper, thus far, of students raising money for
their commitment. So much for high spirits and
positive action, round one.
A more recent example has been student government, where this year a dog nearly outpolled a student
candidate for a sensitive committee position. More to
the point, there were depressingly few candidates
(some committee seats went uncontested), and except

in the case of the Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board,
less than half of the students cast votes. I have conducted no poll, but I think that it would be safe to
assume that a sizeable number of Trinity Students
could not name half of the committees on which
students hold seats, let alone describe their function, or
give the names of a few of their members.
In 1970, amid the turmoil of Kent State, Trinity
students voted to boycott classes, so that they could
spend their time in more transcendental pursuits~in
educating the public to the horrors of Nixon and
Cambodia and in organizing opposition to the two
aforementioned horrors, This year, with the candidate
of student idealism in the driver's seat of a major
party, our committed students were back to books and
booze arid "aw jeez" when their candidate lost.
Americans are still an optimistic people with
boundless faith in their young people-that the visions
and energies of the next generation will transform the
world for the better. They have seen what a young
Jefferson, a young Edison or a young Lindberg can do.
The American spirit has also been to champion the
cause of the underdog. After all, we were clearly the
underdog contender in our original struggle for independence. And, who, if not the American black
people, have been the most underdog group in
America, until very recently? It is difficult to be too
harshly critical of young people, and of those underdog
groups who struggle to assert themselves, and to
reclaim a lost dignity. Inveighing against these groups,
we fear, would dampen their spirit, and so we find it
easier to make excuses for their shortcomings and to
forgive. Failure, dishonesty and hypocrisy of the unpardonable order are reserved for those successtul,
godforsaken inhabitants of the previous generationpoliticians, generals, wealthy businessmen and college
trustees.
The paradox in the above should be self-evident. As
students and black people clamor more and more to be
taken seriously and as we continue to pacify them and
continue to apologize for their excesses and failures,
well we continue to treat them like .. .children. Such a
paradox can only exist at a college, where so much
does not conform to outside reality, anyway. At least
this time the black announcers did say their goals were
non-negotiable, and the Tripod's editorial did have
some unkind things to say about their actions and the
"inal settlement. Two umbrella steps towards reality!
If we wish to be more realistic, we would no longer
refer to the sixties as the decade of commitment by
idealistic students. Rather we would see it as it has
plainly evolved: the decade of the great cop-out by the
overindulged.
I wish to withhold final judgement, but as one who
has suffered through much of the era of the great cop
out, it would surprise me not if the true final settlement
of the WRTC strike were to be the burial of "The Black
Experience" in two or three years.

JIM
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If Dogs Run Free

What Men live By: Conclusion
By Matt Moloshok

(•Editor's note: In our first episode, Lawrence
Libido, noted private eye, and his side-kick, Dr.
Moloshok, took on the case of Mrs. R. U. Forreil, better
known as Raoul. She explained that her husband was
missing and our dynamic duo set out to find him. After
deciding that Bishop Brownell must have something to
do with the incident, they follow him only to find that he
is a front for a computer complex apparently run by
Raoul Last week, however, we saw that Raoul herself
is a will-less captive of the complex which is run by the
insidious Dr. Memory who introduced himself to our
terrific threesome at the end of the chapter. And now,
we return you to Dr. Memory.)
We were impressed. Even Libido seemed intrigued
by this one. He stood quietly stroking his chin.
"I am Dr. Memory," the phantasmagoric man
repeated. "I am pleased to make your acquaintance."
"Why have you brought us here?" I demanded. "And
what is this place?"
"This place is a computer complex," Dr. Memory
explained. "It controls all aspects of life at Trinity
College. When you work and when you don't work.
When you stay up late at night and when you go to sleep
early. When you feel happy and when you feel blue.
When you are in good health and when you have appendicitis."
"You must be mad," I said.
"Mad? Mad? Why they called the Marquis de Sade
mad. They called Rimbaud mad. They called Hitler
mad. They called Don Martin mad."
"You're mad if you think you can get away with
this," I said again. "People are bound to come to look
for us. They know that we are missing,"
"Au contraire, Dr. Moloshok. One of my computers
is a time machine. And I have set everything back by a
week. As far as anyone knows you and Libido are still
walking the surface of the earth. Come to this screen
and see for yourself."
He led us to a gigantic television tube where we saw
ourselves in our Summit Street apartments --1 reading
about the Afghanistan campaigns and Libido playing
the violin.
"Remarkable," said I.
"Elementary," said Dr. Memory.
"That explains a lot," Libido said. "But why do you
want to manipulate all these people?"
Dr. Memory seemed to smile. "People? People? You
mean those fuzzy things that live above the surface?
You mean those imperfect beings who corrupt the
earth, make wars, reject true artists?"
"Precisely," I said.
"Well, I'm a man of wealth and taste," Memory said.
"I manipulate them but that isbecause what are men 1
but manipulate? I certainly don't do it for the
pleasure of manipulating these lowly creatures. It's too
.easy." He shouted out, "After all,, who killed the
Kennedys? Them. Who fought for ten'decades for the
gods they made? Them. We must extract the good men
from the bad and brine the few good men here."
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"Which good men?" I asked.
He turned to Libido. "I asked Raoul to bring you
here," he said. "I understand you are an excellent
violinist."
Libido shot a glare at Raoul. I realized the intense
thoughts that must have raced through that mind.
He answered dryly, "I've made a study of the instrument."
"I've been looking for a jazz violinist," Memory
continued. "I want to make an album that will take us
to my goal beyond, that will lead all the good men of the
world to proceed, like lemmings, to my backdoor."
Libido smiled an ironic smile.
"What do you say?" Memory asked. "Will you jam
with me?"
"Oh, Larry, say you'll play with him and - and I'll
give up my man," said Raoul.'
"Is that all you live for?" he demanded. "Sex and
violins?"
"But Dr. Memory's a good man," she protested.
"He's got a heart of gold."
"He got his heart from a crackerjacks carton,"
Libido countered. "He's as counterfeit as Paul McCartney's death certificate,"
She hid her face. Libido put his hand on her shoulder
and explained, "Men live by more than what they can
see or feel. Sex and violins aren't the things - it's music
and love you should live for. You should live for the
best side of yourself. But you must have the will to live
like that and not to surrender to the Dr. Memories."
Raoul looked confused. She seemed to be debating
something in her own mind. Memory worked quickly to
recoup the situation. He turned to a pumpkin man.
"Take a memo," he said. "Didn't I see you in San
Antone on a hot and dusty night?" The sound of loud
rock came pouring from the walls and ceiling.
Memory's peacock colored coat changed colors in
infinite patterns and variations. He moved exquisitely
with the music.
As he danced he got hot and pulled off his coat of
many colors, revealing "MICK JAGGER?" Raoul asked.
"Yes, Mick Jagger," I said.
"Yes, Mick Jagger," Libido said.
"Yes, Mick Jagger," Mick Jagger said.
"Why you double-crossing fink," Raoul exploded.
"Here things were - getting really heavy, a cosmic trip
with a cosmic guy who controls the world and has a
face made of mirrors and a coat of many colors and
who goes by an exotic name and it turns out to be just
another rock and roll star. To think I was a groupie for
Dr. Memory! I've done that trip before."
"Let me explain. . ." he began.
But Libido and Raoul weren't listening to Dr.
Memory. They were living in a separate present,
feeling out each other's souls.
"Jolly good show," Libido told her. "You have
learned the first aspect of what men live by: the search
for meaning, the search for meaningful relations."
"And what did you do with my man and why?" she

asked Dr. Memory.
"Well, he was interested in finding out the Bishop's
secret. And in the course of things he realized that I
wasn't the great Dr. Memory but only Mick Jagger,
rock and roll star. So I couldn't let him get out and tell
the world that Bishop Brownell's computer complex
was just a vast hoax."
"So what did you do with him," I asked.
"Oh, we trained him to run a computer down here, I
see nothing the matter with it," he confided. "An administrative tool, my tool - same difference."
"What will you do with us now?" I asked.
"Well, now that you know that there really is no Dr.
Memory, I'm going to have to kill you."
Libido tried to reason with him. "Now I know that the
.symbols of your world have come crashing down. But
you cannot live in a universe of archetypes. The world
goes on in variations and submotifs. If you're not Dr.
Memory you can be Mick Jagger. If your underground
complex isn't your home the real world can be."
As he was speaking however, Dr. Memory - 1 mean
Mick Jagger -- was pulling out a forty-five. Suddenly,
we .saw Raoul grab a bucket of water from out of
nowhere and throw it at Jagger, He shrieked and began
to melt before our eyes,
"You have learned a second lesson in what men live
by," Libido told her. "You must have the will to pursue
what you believe in. But you must also have the tools.
You must know how to apply your will. And this you
just did,"
Meanwhile, the little pumpkin men were changing,
one by one into students we had thought were away on
open semesters, And one of the pumpkin men turned
out to be R.U. Forreil. It was a happy re-union for him
and Mrs. Forreil.
•
"Well, I guess that wraps up another case," Libido
.said. "If you should ever write this up, be sure to refer
to Raoul as The Woman, There will never be any other
for me."
"I'll take care of it," I assured him. "But I'm still not
sure what men live by."
"It's impossible to say." ,
:
"But you told Raoul . . . "
"Yes," he conceded, "but how can we know we
know? Do you know you know?"
"No," I conceded, "but I don't understand,"
I must have looked confused because Libido just
stared at me for a moment. Then he began and would
not stop.
"You see the nature of the will is that it is too willful.
We must beware the absolute triumph of the will for
that forbids all fantasy and all music and all art. We
must look out for those who say that everything can be
reduced to the intellect or to the mind, would you have
been happy sitting in our rooms at 300 Summit Street it
you had no adventure but what you-read about in books
from other people's minds? Would life be worth hying
if there was no danger and no excitement? And on that
note, what will it be -- my violin or the cocaine?"
"Are you kidding me?" I asked.
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By EDWARD JULIUS

ACROSS
1. Available
6. French Writer
11. Colony of Bees
12. Not Involving Ethics
14. Marsh Plant;
15. Activities Coordination
17. Biblical Name
IB. Soviet Politician
20. Spore Sacs
21. Places OB.): • ;.;
23. E a s y
24. Baseball T«rm
25. Not Suitable"
27. Let it Stand
29. P i n k W i n e '•• •
.•-• ..'
30. N u m b
32. Three-pronged Spears
34, Shellfish- ',
36. Health Re.'soi*ts
Bombastic Speech .

21:
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14.5, Narrative. Po>m
46. Woman1 s Name.
48.
Hall Qriiversity

53
58

1

49.

FI

Type

o f I/amp;

50. Poisonous- L i z a r d

52.
53.

Narcotic . . .
J a b

•.••;••

Swiss City ;;
Hockey Oreatv
58. Enter Unnoticed.
60. American J.out-nalist
62. Piece of Thread
63. Messenger
64. Pungent • '
65. Russian Rulejrsi var.

62

55.
57.

•

Last Week's
Answers:

Editor's Nbte

DOWN
Concerning Sight
2. Insect Egg
Dutch Dialect
Zodiac Sign
5, Gateway Structures
Measuring
Device
6.
7. Among
8. Extinct Bird
9. Auk Genus
10. English Novelist
Rod
•lii
Destructive Insect
Hairlike Projections
16. Evenings 1 var. ,. ..'•••" "
19. NorBe Night
22. Emetic Plant
26. Sea Bird
28. Gratuities
29, Plant Again
31. Summon
33. Platform
35. Red Wine
.
•37. Piles
38. Stage Parts
39. Deficiency Disease
40. Arabian Prince
;
.
42. Saunters
43. Performed,Nationally
44. "Twelve
Men"
47. Dismount
51. Land Measure (pi.)
54. Dodge City Marshal
55. Metallic Element
56. Queen of the Gods
59. Trombonist Winding
61. Musical Ability
•1 .
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The first person to finish the
Targum
crossword
puzzle
correctly each week, and mail it to
the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
one dollar prjie. Please put the
time of mailing and date on the
envelope.
The wto«ir .«( last week's
Targum 3#&iN?himI A. Johnson.

Community Involvement Notices
Hundreds in Hartford could use your help.
If you have only a few.hours a week you can
give someone else a hand.
ASYLUM AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH
The Asylum Avenue Baptist Church will
begin a ten week tutoring program on
February 7. Tutors are needed mostly in
reading and math. There will be tutoring
training program beginning on February 6,
which will meet also on the 6, 13, 27 and on
March fi, If you can tutor 45 to 50 minutes a
week on Wednesdays from 2:15 to 3:30,
contact Mr. Ross at 522-9350.

JOB CORE CENTER
A group of 19 and 20 year old girls who
come from broken homes and are attempting to complete their high school
education live in a residential house which
attempts to help them complete high school
and at the same time provides job training.
If you can tutor the girls in English or math
on Monday or Wednesday evenings from 7 to
9, contact Harry Boggs at 527-0739.
HARTFORD TUTOR TRAINING
If you are now tutoring, or plan on tutoring

Announcements
Pumpkins
Free Film: The Pumpkin Eater starring
Anne Bancroft, screenplay by Harold Pinter,
Wednesday, February 7, 8:00, McCook
Auditorium, Sponsored by TWO. _

Athletic \

SCULPTRESS
MARY HECHT, a professional sculptress
will discuss being a Jewish Artist, or - being a
Jew and being an artist and how the two merge
in her life. Tuesday, February 6 for dinner in
the Committee Room 5:15 p.m.

WRTC

"Revitalization Corps:' Concerned CitizenWhen the^SEC elections were held, Mark
ship , or Emotional Extortion?" will be
Feathers, 74, said it was not known there was a
broadcast this Tuesday, February 6 at 6:00
vacancy on the Athletic'Advisory Committee.
p.m. over WRTC—FM (89.3).
The committee, which makes decisions conThe guest will be Mr. Ned Coll, controversial
cerning the athletic, program, is now looking
head of Hartford's Revitalization Corp;
for a freshman or sophomore who is interested
listener reaction and involvement is enin sports to fill the position.
:
couraged, and phone line 522-9229 will be open
Applicants should submit their name, box
throughout the hour. .
number, phone number, and year by Friday,
February 9, to box 566. The winner, chosen bylottery, and losers will be notified Monday,
February 12 by mail.
.
•
Feathers said the committee is not
recognized as belonging to the SEC.
• Count Dracula, Romania's one-man horror
symbol, will be the subject of a free film-and-

Draciila

Hfflel

Tuesday 8:45 p.m., M1SHNAH - an open
seminar on Pirke Avot, the Ethics of the
Fathers. Lead by Rabbi Rqsenbaum, in Mc!
Cook 204. • . •
''. Wednesday 7:30 p.m., TORAH - a discussion
of the portion of the week. Lead by Rabbi
Lebovicz in McCook 204.
, ••••
•Thursday 7V00 pirn,,YIDDISH - for all levels.
Taught by Mr. S; Kassow in McCook 311. 7:00
• P m MODERN HEBREW-for beginners. 8:00
p.m. MODERN HEBREW - for advanced
students. Both, taugHi by Mana;:.. Avesar in
M c C o o k

2 0 4 .

'•.':•'..

• •••.-..-

• ;•

••

Rabbi Kalmen Rosenbaum,: Hiilel Advisor
will be on campus this Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.; He
is available for private discussions/counselling
or just a friendly chat; Alumni Lounge.
• ••

Help Wanted . Married
couples with or without'children'
to babysit in private homes •
while parents vacation, .Call
Vacation Sitter Services* Inc.
666-3584 or 666-1047.

in the near future, but feel that you could'use
a few tips on math and reading tutoring
techniques, you are welcome.- to attend a
tutor, training .program at the West Side
Middle School, ,927 Asylum Ay.enue, on the
following four Tuesdays. February 6, 13, 27,
and March 6. Please call 566-6868 to register.
AMISTAD HOUSE, INC.
i.
Amistad Inc. is setting up; a half way
house for females ages 12 to 19. Some of the
girls have been referred by the court. Others
are leaving bad hume situations. The

lecture program at 8 p.m. Wednesday evening,
Feb. 7 at the University of Hartford.
The program, "The Search for : Dracula,"
featuring Prof. . Raymond T. AAcNally, an
authority on the Romanian ogre, will be
presented in Holcomb Commons; at the
Gengras Campus Center.
• >.
The UofH Dracula program..Feb. 7 w i l l '
feature scenes from Dracula motion pictures,
views of Transylvania, and woodcuts and
drawings from Count Dracula's storied era.
An expert at torture, though never a vampire, Count Dracula was a 15th century
Romanian prince, known as Vladfhe Impaier,
who practiced weird rites on hapless peasants
in his forbidding castle in' the mountains of
Wallachia, near the Transylvanian border.

Aid

Due to an increase in the endowment income,
the College will augment the amounts of the
fellowships which are listed on page 173 of the
1972-1973 Trinity College Bulletin (Catalogue
Issue).
• -: •.'
All those graduating in May 1973 will be
considered for the fellowships (according to he
various stipulations listed in the:Ca:talogue),
and the award of the.fellowships made' on the
basis of both class standings and the

To introduce you to the
LATE LATE SNOW
VVITII THIS AD AND $1.00
You may ski from !):3() pjn. til
3 a.m.
'
Great skiing - minutes away huge lift capacity - practically
waiting - mammoth sno
:
^
, .'
Brochure
349-3454
MIODLEFIELD. CONN.

problem is, they are short of funds.
If anyone has any skills or ingenuity which
might help these people set up a recreation
room for these girls in the basement, it
would be greatly appreciated. If you want to
do a little carpentry, or painting, or
decorating, or if you can help them dig up
some games, or anything else of that nature,
please contact Sara Laden 246-9501.

availability

of

study.:

' •••;<:•:
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'

other
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awards .for
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graduate
:
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The H.E. Russell Fellowships will henceforth
pay about $1,500 annually. One graduating
senior is selected each year and holds the
fellowship for two years.
The Mary A. Terry Fellowship will henceforth pay $1,400 to the recipient. The
recipient (chosen each year) will hold the
fellowship for two years and thus will receive a
totaf of approximately $2,800.
The W- H. Russell Fellowship will pay approximately $800 annually. The recipient will
hold the fellowship for two years.

Beware
State Police will be patrolling roads in 240
new 1973 model Plymouth Fury Pursuit sedans
rather than Ford Interceptors, Commissioner
Cleveland B. Fuessenich announced today.
After more than 20 years of all-Ford
operation, the State Police have ordered the 240
1973 Plymouths to give the department "the
best possible equipment, all things considered."

(Continued on P. 12)
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C1ERFS PHARWACY
(pron. Series)

130 HEW BRITAIN AVENUE
CORNER OF BROAD STREET
247-7926
We look forward to serving you
better in our new modern store.
All Essential Needs
Prompt Courteous Attention

Liquors, etc,
tfi-
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Announcements
Student
Proposals to offer Student-Taught courses in
the academic year 1973-74 should be submitted
to the Curriculum Committee by March l .
Information about procedures for application
can be found in the College Handbook (pp. 5658). Dr. John A. Gettier of the Religion
Department is the coordinator for these
courses and will be glad to be of assistance.

RA

Resident Assistant applications are due by
5:00 p.m., Februarys and may be submitted to
the Front Desk at Mather Campus Center, or
P.O. Box 1373.
Interested students may pick up applications
at the Front Desk.

Identity
International Student Identity Cards are now
available at Trinity College. The International
Student Identity Card can be an invaluable
asset to the American student studying or
traveling in Europe and other areas of the
world where student concessions are being
developed. The Card entitles the holder to
discounts and student reductions at some
theatres, concert halls, shops, and most
museums. Also available are intra-European
student charter flights, student train and ship
information, and low-cost accomodations and
meals.
Cards may be issued to f u l l - t i m e ,
matriculated students, enrolled for the
academic year (September 1972 - June 1973) in
an institution of higher education, and students
will receive a card valid until December, 1973;
Proof of current full-time student status, one
vending-machine-type photo, and $2.00 are
needed for issuance of an International Student
Identity Card. You may pick up applications at
the Front Desk, Mather Campus Center, 9-5,
weekdays.

Day Care
Volunteers desparately needed to work in
day care centers in Hartford. Any hours can be
arranged!! If interested, please contact:
Brenda Pomarantz, phone #524-0156, p.o. box
956.

Dolls
At 8:00 on the evening of February 73th in
Wean Lounge the Faculty Wives Group of
Trinity College will sponsor a short talk and
exhibit of hand woven dolls of many lands by.
Miss Marion Anderson of Manchester. Miss
Anderson attended the Vesper George School of
Art in Boston, and more recently studied under
Margareta Ohberg of Colchester, Conn. She is
now associated with the Luntz Jr. Museum of'
Manchester.
All materials for the dolls are' woven by Miss
Anderson. The doll bodies are woven in a
tapestry-like fashion. Miss Anderson will
answer questions on the weaving techniques
used in making the dolls. The whole Trinity
Community is invited to attend. It's free.

REGAL NOTES

UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
.

FASTER WITH OUR NOTES

We're new and we're the bigesrl Thousands of
tpplcs reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthropology, Art, B|ock Studies, Ecology, Economics,
Education, „• History, Law, Music,
Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Problems. Sena* $2 for your catalog of topics available.
REGAL NOTES
3140 " p " Street, K.W.
Washington,'p.'C. 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201

News From Outside: A Roundup
and Coney, were handling the cotton
sales.
A Foreign Agricultural Service official
said all the "conditions are there" for the
cotton sale to China. The Chinese are
known to be the world's greatest consumers of cotton, and they have experienced severe crop failures in the last
year.
If the sales of the United States cotton
should rise as high as 500,000 bales, they
would represent a substantial portion of
all Chinese cotton imports this year.

Money
President Nixon presented Congress
with a budget containing a list of more
than 100 cutbacks or outright terminations of Government programs. He
said he could accomplish the majority of
these programs himself without
Congressional action or concurrence.
The budget estimated spending at
$268.7 billion in the new fiscal year 1974,
beginning July 1, with the deficit approximately cut in half to $12.7 billion.
In his budget, the President indicated
to Congress the "safe" outer limit of $288
billion on spending for the fiscal year
1975.
Nixon said "if the recommendations
presented in this budget are followed,
and if this disciplined approach to
Federal spending is firmly adhered to in
the years ahead, it will be possible for the
Federal Government to live within its
income for the forseeable future without
a tax increase."
The President has cut anti-hunger
programs, anti-poverty programs, civil
rights programs, agricultural programs
among others.
'

.
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"The Senegalese dance with
superb pride and bearing--the
drive and vitality of the dancers
are impressively joyous." dive
Barnes--N.Y. Times.
Prices: Orch. & 1st Bal. $5, $4, $3;
and Bal. $2.
Make checks payable and mail
With self-addressed st.amped
envelope to:
BUSHNELL MEMORIAL, Box O,
Station A, Hartford, Conn. 06106.

Saga
Saga will not be able to take over food
services at the University of Connecticut
until approximately March 1. A
spokesman for the Saga Administrative

Corp. said this would be "enough time"
to be in operation for some of the spring
semester.
Superior Court Judge Leo Parsky said
he will not make a decision on a Connecticut States Employees Association
(CSEA) request for a permanent injunction barring the contract for at least
two weeks. The temporary injunction,
which shuts down takeover preparations
until a ruling is made on the permanent
injunction, was issued earlier this month,
Paul McCann, Saga district manager,
said although he disappointed by the new
delay, the takeover could still take place
during the spring vacation so that his
firm's operations would be in effect when
students return March 12.

Equality
The national objective of providing
"maximum employment," which is
embodied in the Employment Act of 1946,
"applies equally to men and to women,"
the Nixon Administration said,
In a chapter concerning the
"Economic Role of Women, the first to
ever be included in an Economic Report,
the Administration said there are
reasons other than discrimination that
explain why there is higher unemployment among women than among
men.
"To explain the unemployment of
women is not to excuse it or belittle it,"
the report said.
New York Times writer Eileen
Shanahan said the report is devoted
mainly to an analysis of the economic

'Goodnight, Dick . . . '

LUNCH
&

am to 2 p.m.
(zips)

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NAT1. BOS.
* Six and twelve session courses
* Small groups
* Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
* Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week
•Opportunityfor review of past
lessons vis tape at the center

Special Compact Courses during
Weekends - Intercessions
Summer Sessions

SAT., FEBRUARY 10 AT 8 PM

msmmismmu ORCHESTRA
WITH «IOHH tMdLAlf Q M U I
FERRIS ATHLETIC CENTER
TRINITY COLLEGE IN HARTFORD
STUDENTS: $3.50 (AT MATHER STUDENT CENTER)
PUBLIC: $4.50
IN ASSOCIATION WITH MATKEH HAM, BOARD op

TUES., MARCH 6 AT 7:30 PM

LOGC5NS & MES83N A
THE BUSHNEL AUDITORIUM
IN HARTFORD
• ' TICKETS: $6.00/$5.50/$6.00
j Tickets available at respective Box
j Offices & the following locations:,!
I
•
IINNER
EAR,
Storrs-STIKY
! FINGERS, Hartford, New HavetW.J
INEWBERRY'S, Hartford-UA SALLE
I MUSIC, w. Hartford-CHESS KING,,
J New
Haven-MARTY'S
BMUSIC, BloomlieklIWARREN'S MUSIC,
jNow • Brltain-MUSlci
JSHOP, Bristol-GRBATi
I PANTS, Torrington-|
i G E T T I NG O F F ,
Iwinsted, Canton-LEGej
I S H O P , Ansonia Mall & |
Swiltai-PLAZA
I R E C O R D S , Waterbury.|

ISN
TICKS'
AGENCY, Danbury,

STANLEY H. KAk ..AN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
HIS Em l«th Strat atodilyn, N. Y

(212) 338-6300
(616) 538-4555
OAVS, EVENINOS.'WEEKEKOS

Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.
n « ThloriiflSckoel wilt, Ike N«ln»»* KfnMio»

" . . . Goodnight, Dick."

JIMMY HOPLlft & SHELLY EINKEL
PRESENT

PHILS'
n

* Preparation for tests required for
admission to graduate and professional schools

SAT., FEB. 24 - 8:30 P.M.
THE

status of women. She said the chapter
simply pulls together from many places
previously published information on
working women, their jobs, and incomes.
It makes no recommendations.
Because the chapter was revised to
wave the severe criticism it first
received, it contains an analysis of the
problems of poor or black women, and a
discussion of day care and its value to
society. It also discusses the percentage
of women in each job category, and the
incomes thev receive,

from pagethree
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Revised Calender - Trinity Term
This year's calendar was revised by the faculty at its meeting
November 14,1972. The dates changed were those for final examinations
and reading days. The dates for preregistration have also been changed,
to avoid conflict with final examinations.
Jan. 15-16
Jan. 17
Jan. 31
Feb. 19-23
March 9
March 16
April 2
April 6

Monday-Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Monday-Friday
Friday
Friday
Monday
Friday

April 20
May 3-4
May 8
*May 9
#May 10-11
#May 12-18
May 14-15
May 16
May 18
May 20

Friday
Thursday-Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday-Friday
Saturday-Friday
Monday-Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Sunday

Registration of all undergraduate students
Undergraduate and graduate classes begin
Last day to change courses
Open Period: no regular classes for undergraduates
Mid-term
Spring vacation begins after last class
Classes resume
Last day to drop Trinity term courses
Last day to finish incomplete courses of previous
term
Good Friday. No classes held
Preregistration for Christmas term
Last day of graduate classes
Last day of undergraduate classes
Reading days
Final examinations (including Sunday afternoon)
General examinations for seniors
Charter Day (Honor Day)
Final Faculty meeting
Commencement
*Undergraduate classes on Wednesday, May 9, will follow normal Friday
format.
^Change voted by Faculty, November 14, 1972.
Graduate classes will meet during Open Period but will not meet during
Spring Vacation.

This Week
Tuesday, February 6
3:00 p.m. - Fencing-Harvard-Home
4:00 and 7:00 p.m. - MHBoG's California
Wine Testing Program for Trinity Faculty and
Students, Hamlin Hall
4:00 p.m. - Women's Squash - Conn. CollegeHome
6:00 p.m. - City Track Meet, Field House
6:00 p.m. - Freshman Basketball-WesleyanHome,
7:00 p.m. - Varsity Swimming-Coast GuardAway
•
7:00 p.m. - SIMS, McCook, 102
7:30 p.m. - Chess Club, H.L., 103
7:30 p.m. - Film: Pat and Mike, Cinestudio
8:00 p.m. • Varsity Basketball-WesleyanHome

8:00 p.m. - Watkinson Library Open House,
Trumbull Room, College Library
9:00 p.m. - Bible Study--The Letter to The
Romans, Chapel Undercroft
9:20 p.m. - Film: Gaslight, Cinestudio
10:30 p.m. - Compline, Chapel
Wednesday, February 7
12:30 p.m. - Eucharist, Chapel
3:00 p.m. - Varsity Squash-Yale-Home
3:00 p.m. - Freshman Squash-Yale-Home '
7:30 p.m. - Hockey-Amherst-Home
7:30 p.m. - Film: Outback, Cinestudio
8:00 p.m. - TWO Film: The Pumpkin Eater,
Admission FREE, McCook Auditorium
9:30 p.m. - Film: Everything You Wanted To
Know About Sex..., Cinestudio

ABORTION
INFORMATION
ABORTION GUIDANCE
An Abortion can be arranged within 24
hours and you can return home the same day you leave!:

CALL TOLL FREE

(800)523-4436
A Non-Profit Organization
open 7 days a week

10:00-10:30 p.m. • Postludes, Germany Hall
Thursday, February 8
All Day • Peace Corps, MCC Foyer
7:30 p.m. - Film: Outback, Cinestudio
9:30 p.m. - Film: Everything You Wanted To
Know About Sex..., Cinestudio
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist, Chapel
Friday, February ?
3:00 p.m. - Freshman Squad-Wesleyari-Away
4:00 p.m. - Women's Squash-Smith CollegeHome
4:00 p.m. - Varsity Squash-Franklin and
Marshall vs. Trinity at Wesleyan
6:45 p.m. - Hillet-Shabbat Service and Kiddush, Goodwin Lounge
7:00 p.m. - Varsity Squash-Trinity vs. Cornell
at Wesleyan
7:30 and 11:10 p.m. - Film: Everything You
Wanted To Know About Sex..., Cinestudio
8:15 p.m. - Faculty Dance Program, Admission Free, Washington Room
9:15 p.m. - Film: Outback, Cinestudio
Saturday, February 10
All Day - Indoor Track Relays-Coast GuardAway
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. - ETS Exams, L.S.C.
Auditorium and McCook Auditorium

PHILS'
a

LUNGH n -m. to 2 p.m.
J.OO&Up'
(zips)

-the atfm.+* M FINS

9:30 a.m. - Varsity Squash-Stony Brook vs.
' Trinity at Wesleyan-Away
10:30a.m. - Women's Squash-Radciiffe-Away
2:00 p.m. - Varsity Swimming-M.I,T.-Awry
2:00 p.m. Varsity Squash-Trinity vs.
Wesleyan-Away
7:00 p.m. - Hockey-M.I.T.-Away
8:00 p.m. - Trinity Band Concert-Admission
FREE, Goodwin Theater
.
8:00 p.m. - Varsity Basketball-Kings PointA w a y

•
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8:00 p.m: - MHBoG Concert-Mahavishnu
Orchestra, with John McLaughlin, Ferris
Center
'
9:15 p.m. - Film: Outback, Cinestuclio
Sunday, February 11
10:30 a.m. • The Eucharist in the Manner of
the Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, 4th and 5th
Century, Chapel
1:15 p.m. • Newman. Apostolate Mass,
Alumni Lounge
7:30 p.m, - Folk Dancing, Wean Lounge
7:30 p,m. • Film: The Most Beautiful Age,
Cinestudio
9:05 p.m. - Film: Weekend, Cinestudio
Monday, February 12
3:30 p.m. - Freshman Squash-Choate-Away
4:00 p.m. - Religion Department-Colloquium,.
Dr. Louis Feldman-Yeshiva Univ. N.Y.C.
"Jewish Attitudes toward Jesus", Alumni
Lounge
7:30 p.m. • TWO Slide Show: "Women's
Image in Advertising", Alumni Lounge .
7:30 p.m. - Film: The Most Beautiful Age,
Cinestudio
9:05 p.m. - F i l m : Weekend, Cinestudio

EDUCATION
Teach in Latin America, :the Eastern
Caribbean, Thailand, Malaysia, Africa! the
Pacific Islands, Jamaica or 42 other
countries. Positions open also here in the
U.S. The choice is yours. If you are a
qualified teacher or will be soon, the Peace
Corps and VISTA need you. Contact:
Theresa Martin Division of Minority Affairs, 90 Church Street, N.Y. 212 264 7124
BUSINESS
Use your skills, in Latin America, Fiji,
Jamaica, Africa or here in the U.S. Gain
valuable experience setting up co-ops,
corporations credit unions. Conduct
marketing and labor surveys. Establish
long range economic goats at all levels of
government, Toach production marketing,
etc. The Peace Corps andiVISTA heed you.
Contact: Theresa Martin, Division of
Minority Recruitment, 90 Church Street, 212
264 7124

•*•'•.'

COLLEGE GRADUATES
College graduates wanted in Latin
America, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean.
Agriculture,- health, teaching and com
munity development positions open here
and abroad. The choice is yours in the
Peace Corps and VISTA, Contact: Theresa
Martin, Division of Minority Recruitment,
,90 Church Street, N.Y.C. 212 264 7124

If'
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Trying Harder

Neither of these two shots went in. At left, freshman forward Wayne Sokolosky puts up a rebound as Tom McGuirk
and Nat Williams (obscured) prepare to follow. At right, junior center Bill Fenkel tries another of his "come off i t "
shots that seldom go in but always draw a foul. Sure enough, Bill went to the line after this one.

No Consistency

Bants Drop Two More

Sweetheart
Take your sweetheart to see the St.
Valentine's Day Massacre — the
Wesleyan "away" game on Feb. 14, to be
played where all the Trinity home games
were played last year. From Ye Olde
Trinity, take interstate 91 south to the
Route 9 exit marked 22S. Follow 9 to

Middletown. After going under a large
bridge, take a right at the traffic light at
the exit marked to Route 66, Middletown
business district. Then follow the signs to
Wesleyan and start asking. Its ott
Knowlton Ave.

By Doug Sanderson
The Trinity varsity hoopsters resumed "Bate, Ken" and center "Small, Dick."
their downward trend last week by losing to Bate had 13 points in the half, and Small had
Union 67-55, then returning home to lose to 10 with 11 rebounds, as the Ephmen led by
Williams (39-fiG. Their record now stands at 34-29 at the half.
an unrespectable 3-7.
) In the first half, the Bantams worked for
The Union game was a simple case of the | the inside shot almost exclusively, and as a
Bants' being.outhustled, outrebounded and, result, Fenkel, with 13, and Williams, with
finally, outscorcd. The contest was close 10, accounted for almost all of Trinity's
near the beginning, and with under 6 • points. In the second half, the Bantams
minutes left in the first half, the score was switched their offensive efforts to working
23-21, Union. But the New York team then for the good outside shots, as Coach Robie By K. F. Cogswell
went on a 13-4 tear to take a 36-25 halftime Shults substituted freshman Othar Burks, a
After three or four pages of futile attempts dering his epee to Stephen Fischer, who
lead.
to think up a catchy leader for an article on fenced with great form, and precis or and
guard, for Ronnie Waters, a forward.
Instrumental in Union's first-half lead
When Burks came in, at the 16 minute what is probably the least known sport at Jeff Martin. With contributing wins the find
Jg
was forward Eugene Backer, who hit 10 of mark of the half, the Bants trailed by 8. Trinity, I'll lunge right in. In answer to that 17-10 score was still disappointing.
h
C
his 18 points in the closing minutes of the Almost immediately Burks ignited the of- burning question which is on everyone's Trinity team, while quite ^ f i f ' ' ' £
half.
fense, and the game was close the rest of the mind these days; Yes Virginia, there is a the proper coaching needed to produce
The second half was evenly played, but way. But the Bants' "outside-shot offense" Trinity College Fencing team. You now victories. It is now just bearly existing as a
the Bantams just could not overcome the neglects working inside, so Fenkel, who had have an explanation for those people hot- campus sport due to the consent of- J«r
deficit and Union's "Karate defense." Nat been hot in the first half, was virtually footing it around the gym in white jackets Kurth and faculty adviser, R ? f « & •
that look as though the arms should tie in the
At both the Yale and Norwich meets tot
Williams led all scorers with 28 points, and ignored the rest of the contest.
he also had 12 rebounds to his credit. Bob Two other main problems in the Williams back. As informal as an 'Informal Sport' can question of whether women shouldID
Denio (21 points) and Backer were high men game were the Bants' terrible foul shotting, get, with arbitrary practices and at- allowed to participate with men «1 m »
for Union.
and Tom McGuirk, who would play less if he tendance, and as of two weeks ago, no collegiate competition arose. Kurtnn
Against the-Ephmen from Williamstown, were not co-captain. The most encouraging coach, at Trinity fencing is done for fun. dissolved the miniscule women s
Trinity played the same type of game that aspect of the game, perhaps, was the Winning, however doesn't seem to have team before the Yale encounter to
Kathryn Cogswell to fence. «•£
they played, against Union. Whereas the rejuvenated play of Waters who, although been part of that fun so far.
Bantams' 9-for-18 shooting from the charity he didn't, seem to be able to buy a basket,
Defeated earlier in the season by S.M.U. E.C.A C. and Trinity College rulings tat
stripe made little difference against Union, played tremendous defense, rebounded well and W.P.I. the Trin swordsmen met Yale that if, because of insufficient m e i j e r j g
their even worse 8-for(-18 free throw shooting and contributed by his overall hustle.
last Tuesday at Ferris. Yale, a strong team two seperate men's and women sJean
against Williams cost them the. game.
Trinity has "the firepower to play good with an excellent and fanatic coach, chalked cannot be formed, then teams.in * j
Trin came out strong. After five minutes',. • basketball, but for some reason can't se'eta a final score of 20-7. Sabre fencers Neil'i • Contract sports may be sexually integral
After discussing a possible substituw
the: Bants held a 10:2 lead, six of them by,' to light the fuse. Come see them try again . Glassman, Rick Johansen and rookie David
ca tal
junior center Bill Fenkel. Then Williams against Wesleyan, here, at 8:00 tonite. It is Cass clid not score. In Epee, Phil Daley was with the Yale coach and P %" l D h
back
in
last
year's
form
fencing
his
cleanest
shenfeld
approached
director
KW
came back, led by to quote the roster, guard their last home game for three weeks.
bouts of the season and winning two. Bob Spinella, who refused to direc
Gershenfeld, this year's co-captain with Jim heterosexual bout. He based his
^
Sullivan won two more epee bouts. Daley upon fear of losing his AJ.L.A-dwe W j g
and Gershenfeld had participated last should there be a discrepancy » "
month in Amateur Fencing League of NEAC and AFLA rulings. He was, Iwwev ^
America competition in Connecticut, the blatantly chauvanistic and if ul "" B t h e
latter winning a gold in foil and a bronze- in expressing his personal thoughts
g on
By F r a n c e s Congdon
epee.
subject It is this writer's opinion (WW
subject.
The women's squash team coasted to an position), and Tracey Wilson (seventh
After spotting an obvious weakness in far from being an impartia ana.
easy victory over Yale last Tuesday, 6-1. position) had relatively easy victories in their opponent's defense during the first terested party) that Mr. Spinella shou a v
The team had just played the Yalies on the three straight games.
round, foilsmen Ray Fahrner and John hired only when teams are sexu ^
previous Saturday in the Howe Cup TourThe squash team has a home game this Traino were able to pick up three wins. segregated. Although he is an ex«i j
nament and beaten them in both divisions. afternoon at 4:00 against Connecticut . Recuperating from illness, unfruitful #3 foil director, it might be feared that his persona
Dusty McAdoo, in first position managed College, Come to Ferris and lend them some Hank Stahl was injured during his final beliefs would color his impartiality.
to take her opponent after four games. support.
bout.
Karen Kahn, number two, won in three
G A M E SCORES
In the Norwich meet, after receiving a
Trin's over-all performance can only be
straight games against a Yalie who seemed 1. McAdoo ( T ) b e a t M u y s k e n s ( Y ) 1A13, 7-ts
letter from Kurth regarding the JN*\
rated
fair
to
good
even
after
taking
into
15-12, 15-11
to have trouble receiving her shots.
account the stiff competition. Saturday's ruling Spinella agreed to direct an
The third position player, Erica Dumpel, 2. Kahn (T) beat M e r c e r ( Y ) 15-10,15-10, 15-11 meet against Norwich promised to be more tegrated team only to be over rulea 1
was the only casualty as she fought it out to 3 Daif ( Y ) beat Dumpel ( T ) 15 11,7 15,15-10
successful. Yet an overwhelming win was Norwich officials who refused to allow- owB
the fifth game but Yale came out on top. 13-15, 15 11
dubious, despite the 'bozo' nature of the their rookies to fence the veteran Cogswc .
4.
Monaghan
(T)
beat
RiHer
(
Y
)
15
10,15-4,17Cinda Kittredge, number five, also had to go
Steps are being taken to secure an M£
opponents.
16
>
to five games, but she came through on
ruling which will give her the opportunity
Trin
team
positions
were
juggled
slightly
5. Kittredge (T) beat Howes ! Y ) 8-15, 15-7" 8.15
three of them to take her match.
compete. The Trinity swordsmen »
15 6, 15 12
'
with
novice
Bob
Luke
fencing
#3,
sabre.
The-remaining players, Carol Monaghan,
perhaps a swordswoman will meet Har
Johansen
held
a
great
3-0
record
for
this
6. von Stade (T) beat Wiener CY) 15.9,15.9,15-4
(fourth position), Carol von Stade. (sixth 7. Wilson (T) beat F r a y ( Y ) 15-11, 15 11,15.10 meet. Gershenfeld moved to foil sumr,.

Uncoached Fencers Bow
to Yale and Norwich

3rd Time This Year

Women Squelch Yale, 6-1

T

r
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Holy Cross Tops Trin,
Bants Tie Yale JV's
By Murray Peterson
The Trinity Hockey Team finally met
some opposition of equal calibre, but did not
seem to meet the test of proving themselves
to be a good clutch team as they saw their
record drop to 5-4-1, as a result of a loss to
Holy Cross, 10-7, and a tie with Yale J.V.'s, 4
all.
These were probably the two most
outrageous games of the season, with the
former tilt resembling a shooting gallery
and the latter match looking like a
basketball game due to the amount of
penalties that were whistled.
Last Wednesday the Bantams proved to
be very gracious hosts, indeed, at their
Glastonbury home as they gave the visiting
Crusaders a very comfortable SEVEN goal
lead in the first sixteen minutes of play.
Seven different players scored from a
variety of different shots, deflections and
bonces.
A few of Trin's 'loyal' fans took off back to
campus after the opening period fearing for
their sanity', but the majority who stayed
were treated to a wild and pretty exciting
spectacle over the last fourty minutes.
To prove just how ho-hum Holy Cross
really was, Jay Fisher, fresh off the slopes
of Vermont, scored from in close to give the
home forces some momentum. Jeff Ford
jammed one home from just outside the
crease just over a minute after, and Pete
Taussig finished off a shorthanded
breakaway three minutes after that to make
the scpre 7-3.
The Cross broke the spell momentarily by
netting a similar effort while a man short,
but Jono Frank and George Finkenstaedt lit
the lamp in the last four minutes of the
second frame to bring the Bantams to within
three as they put on an excellent comeback
attempt.
Frank netted his second of the evening not
a minute into the final stanza, but that would
be as close as Trinity would come as the
Crusader netminder foiled a breakaway
attempt among numerous other chances
resulting from the Bantam attack.
Penalties once again proved to be the
undoing of Trinity as they were caught four
times in the last ten minutes. Holy Cross
sandwiched their final two scores, both on
power plays, around a Finkenstaedt
breakaway conversion off a pretty feed
from Frank to finalize the verdict at 10-7.
It should be noted that Rudy Montgelas,
who played the second and third periods was
a vital factor in making it a close game.
On the third day of February, in the year
1973, teams representing Trinity and Yale
met at the latter's residence, commonly
referred to as the 'Whale', because of its
likeness to the marine creature, and put in

their combined bid for the Sin Bin Cup,
awarded annually to the two teams who
accumulate the most penalties in a single
space of sixty minutes in an Eastern
Collegiate game.
The Eastern College Athletic Conference
had decided to experiment with the idea of
three officials for a game, they being two
referees and a single linesman. Unlike the
NHL, where there is just one of the former
and two of the latter, the ECAC decided on
just one linesman since college hockey
doesn't bring the center ice red line into play
for calls like offside and icing (if you're still
confused ask someone who looks like an
authority on the subject), which is,
basically, a good idea.
Unfortunately, for the participating
teams, the experiment was a nightmare,
mainly because the supervisor of the
Eastern Association of Hockey Referees was
on hand to observe the effects of his
brilliantly conceived plan. Needless to say,
the three zebras who were picked to work
this particular game were not about to miss
any infraction of any magnitude anywhere
on the ice for fear of making their master
look bad,
Your mathematical wizard made a rare
visit with his trusty abacus and found that
over the first half of the schedule, Trinity
and its opponents had, together, averaged
about 15 penalties a game.
No less than 34 penalties were called in
this contest, which was no more physical
than any of the other games that Trinity has
played this season.
Unfortunately, the Eli power play was a
lot more effective than the Bantam edition,
and this was the reason for their 55-39 advantage in the shots-on-net statistics as well
as their salvaging of the tie.
The opening period saw Yale jump out to a
2-1 lead as John Clark fired home two goals
• while George Finkenstaedt tucked one in for
the Bantams, all three scores coming on
power play situations.
Trinity's checking line put them back into
a tie in the middle stanza as Jay Fisher
pulled the goalie out and then passed it to
Chris Wyle, who had yards of open net
staring him in the face.
The third period saw the visitors come out
flying as their hustle yielded them to quick
tallies as Finkenstaedt collected his second
of the afternoon and Jeff Ford deflected
home a Pete Taussig drive following a good
draw from Jono Frank off the face-off, all
this coming in the first four minutes.
The Elis, though, were not about to die, as
they took advantage of two costly defensive
lapses by the Bantams to deadlock the
score. The first of these came while they

1 s
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Bantam goalie Rudy Montgelas looks (or puck after making save in second
period of Saturday's Holy Cross contest, won by the Crusaders, 10-7. Montgelas
replaced starter Carl Norris after Norris had a poor first period.
were shorthanded and the tieing one was
scored with just 59 seconds left in regulation
time, again while they had a man advantage
as a misclear by the Bantams gave them a
breakaway which they didn't flub.
I say flub because each team had three
breakaways during the course of the afternoon, the Bantams missing all three,
including a heartbreaker near the end of
overtime, and the Elis missing their first
two. Suffice it to say that Carl Norris and his
opposite number were both nothing short of
sensational in guarding their nets.
Trinity hosts Amherst in a make-or-break
game tomorrow evening at 7:30, and then
they travel to M.I.T, on Saturday for the
annual Trader Vic's Tilt, if you'll pardon the
expression.

GP G
10' 8
10 7
10 .5
10 8
5 5
10 7
10 1
10 2
10 2
9 2
10 2
10 1
8 1
7 1
5 1
10 1
4 1

10 GAME STATS
Lenahan
Cleary
Taussig
Finkenstaedt
Frank
Ford
Huoppi
Wyle
Landry
Henderson
Fisher
Brady
Koncz
Osgood
Lynham
Stewart
Cunningham
Norris, C. ,
bench pen.
-Trinity
•
Opponents

A
10
11
11
7
7
4
&
4
3
2
2
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18
18
16
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12
11
7
6
5
4
4
3
4
4
3
2 3
2
1 2
0
1
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4 8
4
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4
17
10
1
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1
0
0
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2
8
1
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8
6
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25
S
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2
0
2
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0
0
4
2
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By George!

He got another one! Although the Bants did rather poorly last week, leftwinger George Finkenstaedt did well, scoring
4 goals. This was one of his pair against Holy Cross.
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Round Robin Squash
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Mason Trophy to Trim
By llapunzel

Last week was an eventful one down at the
country club for our intrepid champions of
the four white walls.
Wednesday aftenoon, Amherst came
down for what turned out to be little more
than a brief practice session. Lack of time
prevented this reporter from staying very
long. Actually, I really did have the time to
watch the whole match, but after looking at
Gary Plagenhoef run around in circles for
twenty minutes and Danny Reese explore
new techniques for hitting shots into the tin I
went back to "the Cave" - relishing at the
prospect of having to think up another two
page tribute to cynicism for the Tripod.
"The Cave" was a wise decision that day
because our boys in white shorts wound up
getting blown off the court 8-1. Those who
stayed for the entire cataclysm felt that
once again Trinity could have played a
whole lot better but that once again they
managed to lower themselves just enough to
lose. After all when you've got an image to
keep up, you can't let a little team like
Amherst, no matter how mediocre they may
be, spoil the riff. Tom Ricks was the hero on
Wednesday as he kept us from getting shut
out by coming from behind to win his match
3-2. Most of the matches were fairly close
however.
On Friday a round robin for the Mason
Trophy began between Hobart, Bowdoin,
Wesleyan and Trinity. Those who have
followed this season closely expected
Bowdoin - who has beaten just about
everyone that Trinity has lost to - to run
away with the competition. Trinity and
Hobart were given outside chances to beat
Bowdoin in a couple of matches while
Wesleyan was just hanging around to make
MOUNTJOY!
.
Photo by Dave Levin
everyone else look good.
Stephen Fischer makes his point against Norwich opponent as Bob GerHobart and Wesleyan began their match
shenfeld looks on. The campus cavaliers, however, lost the day: 17-10. Fischer
an hour late and finished a half hour early,
was one for two. (See p. 14)
with Wesleyan losing every match in three
straight games. The Trinity - Bowdoin
contest began in typical Trinity fashion with
David Shirmer hung over and Danny Reese
still freaking out to the sound of his shots
hitting the tin. Lance Maid lost his match in
three games as well and the score after
forty-five minutes of play read Bowdoin 3;
Trinity 0.
What followed surprised even Coach Roy
Dath who had practically given up hope for
retaining the Trophy the third consecutive
year. Mark Williams, Tom Ricks, Gary
By Bruce Weber

m

-For the 200-Hour Club

Which Draft?

•

\

The National Football League held its .
draft of college seniors last week in step one '
of the yearly game played by the 26 pro
team called "Let's See What the Wind Blew
In" to be consummated in summer training
camp. The draft is always one of the most
intriguing aspects of the season, as an
immense amount of time, effort, and^money
go into the scouting and rating of the top
players.
There are, in general, two strategies
employed by which teams draft players. A
team either drafts by position, that is, drafts
players who play the positions where they
need the most help, or they just draft the
best player available at the time of their
choice, regardless of position.
Frankly, this latter method seems to me
to be the only sensible one, for two reasons.
The first is that in drafting by position, you
inevitably pass up some excellent football
players. If a chosen player proves to be of no
use to you because of the fact that your team
has adequate depth at his position, then he
can be valuable on the trade market. And
besides, if the player is truly good, then he
should be no worse than second string, and
what team cannot use a good second string
anything? The second reason comes from an
examination of the policies of the individual
teams. The two most outspoken advocates of
the "best player regardless" system are the
Dallas Cowboys and the Miami Dolphins,
the last two Super Bowl champions. It is
teams like the Buffalo Bills, the Houston
Oilers, and the New England Patriots who
have been drafting in areas where they have
needed the most help in the last few years.
The records of all three have gone steadily
down (from bad to worse) during that time
span.
The reason for the above seems 'simple.
No team should be in a position of having to
fill a gap in its ranks with inexperience.
Trading for established talent is the way to
plug up the holes in a shoddy defense or a
worn out offense, as George Allen proved
convincingly with his Redskins this year.
Drafting the best talent available allows
young players to ease into the lineup in
places where they fit and are not forced to
fit.
Perhaps the most intriguing part of the
draft, at least from the fan's point of view, is
waiting to see which of the picks will
eventually make it. In many cases, the

"highly touted" prospects are doomed from
the start. To win the Heisman Trophy is a
curse about four out of five times. Immediately the highly successful careers of
Joe Bellino from Navy, Terry Baker from
Oregon, John Huarte from Notre Dame, and
Gary Beban from UCLA leap to mind. If I'm
not mistaken neither Baker nor Bellino ever
played in a pro game. Huarte made the
rounds of the bad teams in the NFL and
didn't even start with teams like Houston or
the Philadelphia Eagles. Beban sat on the
bench in Washington for a while and then
faded into the oblivion he deserved. There
are other high draft picks who never cut it:
George Mira (now out of football), Steve
Spurrier (sitting on the bench in San
Francisco), Steve "Woo-woo" Worster
(playing in Canada or else in jail), and
Leroy Keyes (God knows where) to name a
few.
On the other hand, the NFL always comes
up with a few unknowns, guys who were
picked in the sixteenth round or those who
just walk into camp and demand a tryout. In
fact these are the most interesting guys in
the draft, because they always seems to be
some sort of human interest story about
them. The most notorious these days is
Duane Thomas, formerly of the Cowboys,
now in the care of (but not the uniform of)
the San Diego Chargers. Herb Mul-Key of
the Redskins was playing semi-pro ball for
twenty-five dollars a game just last year.
And let's not forget John Unitas, a late draft
pick of the Washington Redskins, then
traded to the Baltimore Colts for the immortal Harry Theofiledes, or Bart Starr, the
clean living quarterback, picked by the
Packers in somewhere around the eleventh
round.

Plagenhoef, and Captain Mai McColl held on
to give Trin a 4-3 lead with Kent Howard and
Mac Davidson still to play. Both players
expected the other to choke and leave the
fate of the Mason Trophy in their own
respective laps. Both players responded by
throwing away the first game.
After three games both were behind 2-1
and Mr. Mason was on his way "to the
jewelers with "Bowdoin" already written on
his Trophy. Davidson and Howard won their
fourth games but were blowing it badly in
the fifth and final games. Mac was behind 117 and Kent's opponent, Ted Revers, had
match point at 14-11. This time, it was Trin's
opponents who took "the lump". Revers hit
six shots into the tin and Howard won his
match 17-14. Davidson, upon hearing the.
news that the Mason Trophy was still safe,
relaxed and ralleyed to win his match. The'
final score; Trinity 6 - Bowdoin 3.
Saturday morning the Dathmen woke up
long enough to bomb Wesleyan 9-0 before
going back to sleep in anticipation of the
final match with Hobart; who were busy
getting stomped on by a vengeful Bowdoin
squad 8-1. In the final match Trinity made
short work of Hobart 7-2 with Davidson,
Ricks, McColl, Shirmer, Maid, Howard and
Williams providing the victories.
I'm running out of space but I feel I must
make a prediction now that the team seems
to have come into it's own. This week they
have five matches; Yale at home on Wednesday and another Tournament next
weekend at Wesleyan with Franklin and
Marshall, Cornell, Stonybrook and good ole
Wesleyan. By the next issue of the Tripod
their record will be 8-7. This is, perhaps, a
little optimistic but it's based upon the
supposition that they don't choke anymore.
RESULTS OF THE JOHN A MASON TOURNAMENT
Trinity 6/Bowdoin 3
Plagenhoef T, d Hoehn B; Davidson T , d C a r r o l l B, 3-2;
F o l k e r B, d Reese T , 3-0; R i c k s T , d Sexton B, 3-2; McColl
T, d D.Simonton B, 3 - 1 ; S. Siroonton, B, d S h i r m e r T, 3 0;
H o w a r d T, d Revers B, 3-2; Hess B, d M a i d T, 3 0 ; W i l l i a m s .
T, d F e n s t e r s t o c k B, 3-1.
•••••• Y:
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T r i n i t y ? , Wesleyan 0
:
Plagenhoef, T, d B l a i n e , 3-0; D a v i d s o n , T , d W i l l i a m s , 3
0; Reese, T , d W e i s b u r g , 3-0; Ricks, T, d K e n d a l l , 3-0;'
M a c C o l l , T, d 8 i t l i n g s , 3 0 ; S c h i r m e r , T, d G a i t h e r , 3 0 ;
H o w a r d , T, d H a m b u r g e r , 3-0; M a i d , T, d Lutz, 3.0;
W i l l i a m s , T, d Belichick, 3 0 .
T r i n i t y 7, H o b a r t 2
'
Loring, H, d Plagenhoef, 3-1; Davidson, T, d Siebert, 3 0 ; Bedford, H, d Reese, 3-1; Ricks, T, d Stuart, 3 0 ; MacColl,;
T, cf Sloi/enski, 3,0; Schirmer, T, d DiMenna, 3 1 ; Howard,
T, d Alegre, 3 0 ; M a i d , T, d Hoar, 3 - 1 ; Williams, T, d
Rendall, 3 1.

Frosh Squashers Are 5-0
By Charlie Stewart
Visions of the Dolphins nameless defense
come to mind when one learns about the*
conquering freshman squash team. Perhaps .
some have never heard of the freshman
squash team. Perhaps some have never
heard of squash. It's made up of nine
fighting and youthful stallions, yet gentlemen, for squash is a gentlemen's game,
who delight in screaming at the top of their
lungs when they mishit a little black ball
while cooped up in a white-walled room
tucked away in the Ferris Athletic maze.
The players names starting from position
number one are Charlie-! Stewart, Hobie
Porter, veteran Mai Owen, Tim Cross, John
Gates, Mike Moffit, (undefeated in games
and matches), Tom Shultz, Mark Fetting
and our rookie of the year Phil Brewer.
Who knows what ability exists behind

those innocent faces and pudgy bodies? MIT
was the first'to find out when they lost to
Trinity 6-3. The preppies at Taft found out,
too, when they lost 7-2 to Trinity. Technique
and age were apparent as the team made
Williston Academy run circles around the
court and lose 7^0. And last week both
Amherst and Wesleyan discovered just how
well their flagellate when each was overcome by a score of 8-1.
The team has enough depth to give all of
their wary opponents a run for the squash
ball. Out of 140 total games so far this season
Trinity has won 114 of them. But above all
let's put credit where it's due. The high
quality coaching of Whitney Cook has
spurred the team to run five laps in the cage
and play for one whole hour per day. The
team is in shape.

Triii Spitz on 2 Opponents
By Cmdr. Gerbil

A seemingly endless parade of idle jocks,
thrill seekers and frustrated exchange coeds
paraded through the balcony of the Trinity
Natatorium Wednesday afternoon, hoping
for a brief glimpse of the metaphysicians of
the deep, the Trinity Swimming team. Their
feeble hearted efforts were rewarded with a
victory as the Trin Tankers humiliated
Union 57-56.
Sportswriters are prone to make all sorts
This victory came just a week after the
of predictions, but here's one I think will be Rabbitmen gnawed Holy Cross to death 82original with me: which of this year's 29. With a record of 3 victories and 3 defeats
selections will end up selling insurance at this point in the season, the fighting Cocks
within the next five years? Greg Pruitt will have as good a chance to cop a winning
but Johnny Rodgers won't. John Hufnagel season as they have had at any time in the
will, but Gary Huff won't. The luck of the last millenium.
crumby teams doesn't ever seem to change:
John Matuszak (Houston-Oilers) and Sam Under the tutelege of the magician of the
Cunningham (New England Patriots) will, maternal medium, Coach Robert Slaughter,
but Rich Glover and Bert Jones won't. And, the Bantams are full of surprises. Led by
as an extra added attraction, the Miami captain David Brown (stroke of the Trinity
Dolphins will repeat as Super Bowl heavyweight crew, cross country runner
jockus uber alles), TedStehle (renowned for
champions.
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hairdryers), and Charlie Mack (struggling
to complete his first full season of swimming), Trinity features a team that defies
rational analysis;
As soon as they break up with their high
school honies, Trinity's four freshmen
Rabbitmen (bunnies), promise to contribute
a great deal to the team. Veteran Dave
Hoffman still electrifies the crowd with his
1500-yard three-point swims, and Dave
Doerge continues to baffle the crowd with a
stroke that bears a strange resemblence to
butterfly. Although the two divers this year
don't appear to have the journalistic taJem
that Gary Ferarri had, they are without a
doubt superior dives to last year's Rasputin
of the diving circuit.
, fn
The Rabbitmen travel to New London to
do battle with Coast Guard Tuesday nigM, in
what promises to be a reenactment of\Pem
Harbor, returning to the friendly confines oi
Trinity finally on February 15 when tney

